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Mr. Sankey sang voy, and should tend to perpetuate good relations
into the hearts of the people, with his rich, resonant, between the oldest and the youngest of the great
soul full voice, the precious, saving Gospel which nations of the world.
Mr. Moody so earnestly preached. What a
providence brought these two consecrated men together, and how completely and fittingly their
“The Scientific Study of Revivals”
the seventies and the eighties, as

happy ____
lives

supplemented each other in the great worldwide Of the several excellent papers read at the Spirevangelistic work which, under God, with implicit itual Conference held at Asbury Park during the
trust in Him and absolute reliance on the guidance first week in August, probably the most notable was
of the Holy Spirit, they were permitted to achieve! that on “The Scientific Study of Revivals,” by the
They frequently conducted services in large packed Rev. Dr. H. M. J. Klein, of Allentown, Pa. He
buildings in the larger cities of the United States, first described and analyzed the revivals that took
and made two tours abroad when in every place a place in England, Ireland, Wales and America in
multitude that no church or hall could hold attended the past two centuries under Edwards, Wesley,
their services, and on both continents churches were Finney, Moody and Roberts, and showed particurevived and many thousands of souls saved. Mr. larly what physical and mental manifestationsacMoody was called home some years ago ; his great companied each awakening,
work well done. Now, with the passing of
In attempting to explain these revivals with all
Sankey, both rest from their labors, and their works their attendant normal and abnormal phenomena,
follow
Dr. Klein said : “There have been three methods

-

them.
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Having just read “Notes on Messianic Prophecy,”
by Prof. John
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Beardslee, D.D., LL.D., of our

**

Mr.

of

interpretation: First, the exclusively super-

Mr. Sankey was joint compiler with Mr. Moody |iatural looks upon all revival phenomena as the
of “Gospel Hymns,” including many which Mr. immediate signs of the presence and favor of God.
Sankey himself wrote or composed. The
ls inadequate. We would not like to hold God
and Sankey Gospel Hymns” came in popular use accountable for all the abnormal manifestationsof
the world over, and were everywhere sung, on
Kentucky revival of 1800, when many lost their
and on sea. Over a million copies were sold, and minds in religious frenzy. Second, the pathological
the proceeds from the sale, amounting to many theory regards all revival phenomena as the most
thousands of dollars, were devoted to the celebrated remarkable exhibition of morbid emotion and
Northfield schools founded by Mr. Moody. Mr. neurotics. This is gross materialism and is both
Sankey also published in England “Sacred Songs unworthy and inadequate. Third, the scientific
and Solos,” which has been reprinted in many lan- study by no means excludes the divine spirit, but
guages; also in this country, “Winnowed Songs” seeks to show that religious phenomena are more
for the use of Sunday schools, and “Young People's lar&ely subject to natural laws and processes than
Songs of Praise.” He was likewise the author of men have dreamed. There are many phenomena
“The Gospel Choir,” “Sankev’s Story of the Gospel or ^ligious experienceswhich have been taken out
Hymns,” and “My Life and Sacred Songs.” Also of the reaIm of the mysterious and can be explained

“Moody
land

Western Theological Seminary at Holland, Mich.,
we wish, while the impression is fresh, to express
our appreciation of the valuable service he has
rendered in preparing these “Notes,” and in
having them published in convenient form. Dr.
Beardslee has well learned the art of condensation, for he has put in small and handy comnotable among his benefactionswas the gift of a by perfectly natural, physical, psychical, social laws.
pass, most informing, convincing and suggestive
Young Men’s Christian Association and public li- ^ religious revival from a scientific standpoint is a
outlines of a large and important subject. Our
brary building to New Castle, Penn., the home of social movement. In sociology it conies under the
esteemed Professor has the faculty, which has doubthis youth. The following incident illustrates Mr.
impulsive social action. Such action is
less been perfected by his experience in the arduous
Sankey ’s skill as a composer, and aptitude for his usually commenced by those elements in a popuposition which he has so long and honorably filled,
work as the singing evangelist : In the course of a ^a^on ^at have the least power of inhibition.”
of putting things tersely and clearly, of even reduc• tour of Scotland with Mr. Moody he composed
Klein then demonstrated this point from hising a great subject to a captivating synopsis, thereby
of his most famous songs, “The Ninety and Nine.”
and psychology. He showed how strong emodisposing one to further study and investigation.
The subject of the meeting to be held the next day **on affects the body in the way of exaltation and
This is the character of this work. Defining Mesin Edinburg was “The Good Shepherd,” and as Mr. depression, and gives rise to most of the abnormal
sianic Prophecy as being “those teachings of the
Sankey travelled north he read a newspaper poem manifestations accompanying revivals. Impulsive
Old Testament which promise that God will set up
on a shepherd and his sheep. At the meeting the soc^al action grows very rapidly. It spreads (a)
a kingdom, over which will regin His own Anointed
next day, after the famous evangelist, Dr. Horatius because of the individual influence on the individual,
Son, and whose purpose will be to provide for the
Bonan, had spoken, Mr. Moody asked Mr. Sankey jmown as the law of imitation ; (b) because of the
salvation of His people,” Professor Beardslee profor an appropriate hymn. Mr. Sankey at once individual influence on a mass, known as the power
ceeds to treat first of the reason for the Messianic
thought of the newspaper verses, and' placing
suggestion ; (c) because of the influence of the
promises, which, in brief, is man's sin ; and then of
clipping before him on the organ, began to impro- mass or crowd on the individual. He outlined the
the revelation of these promises — to which topic is
vise the music. When he had finished a large part advantages and the dangers of the revival system,
devoted the major portion of the book — and, finally,
of the audience was in tears, and one of the
showed that the individual needs a strengthenof their fulfillment in Jesus Christ. In gathering
popular hymns in this country and England had lx}% ^e will, rather than an appeal to his impuland interpreting the Messianic promises three laws

^ead

one
^

the

of exegesis

were observed as necessary to the reach-

ing of a right conclusion. First, the study of each

passage by itself, carefully noting its grammatical

and the times in which it was uttered;
second, the arrangement of all passages in their

structure

Historical Order so

as to ascertain their relation to

each other and mark the advance in revelation;
third, the

placing of #fthese teachings alongside of

fHe picture of

As a

Jesus found in the

New

result, Professor Beardslee

Testament.”

has produced a

most satisfactorytreatise on the subject, suited alike
to the student in the class

room, to the pastor in his

study, the scholar in his library,
his

and the layman in

home.

Though through the misfortune of lost sight Ira
D. Sankey had been constrained to live in darkness, and in silence so far as his being heard in
public for the last five years was concerned, yet hia.
death at his home in Brooklyn last week, undoubtedly led a great

many

all

over the world to recall

been

_

most

composed.

s^vc n^ti****

was a

and suggestive paper,
a paper calculated to set one to thinking, and to
The graceful and proper action of our govern- a belief in the author's forecast of the future:
ment in refunding a portion of the Boxer Indemnity “Among many thoughtful men the conviction is
has been highly appreciated by China. The govern- growing that the typical revival has had its day. A
ment at Pekin has not only accepted the act as
new type of evangelism will come. It will be the
fresh evidence of the friendly relations between the evangelism of Jesus. There will be less effort to
two governments, but its desire to cement them gather immense crowds. There will be no emomore firmly by commissioning a special envoy to tional stampeding. There will be no public, obconvey to Washingtort its thanks. The envoy is trusive pressing of the sacred matter of man’s relaone who was educated in this country, who has at- tion to God under the spell of excitement. The
tained high rank in the government, and been in- new evangelism will ground itself in Christian
fluential in many of the recent reforms in the Em- nurture. It will put new emphasis on Christian
pire. His appointment is most appropriate, in view teaching. It will foster religious culture in homes,
of the further fact that it is the purpose of the^ schools and colleges. The great religious moveChinese government to expend the refnndedyirf^ ment of the twentieth century will lie in the direcdemnity in sending and maintaining students in this tion of renewed fervor in the interests of Christian
country for educational purposes. The official training. Religious education is the slogan of the
statement says that the government will send b hun- new age. It is less spectacular but more permadred students to America each year for four years, nent than the revival method. It builds up habit
afld afterwards fifty scents pad* year until {fie in- piece ty piece, and ministers unto strengthf charIt

a

thoughtful, able

The

534
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and rugged religious manhood. It is strong,
sensible, scientific and enduring in its results.”
Surely, it is to be hoped that this forecast will
prove true. Of late we have had a surfeit of the
superficial in religion. There has been and is a
most lamentable lack of religious education and
training, and the children have grown up with a
very scrappy and slender knowledge of the Word
of God, comparatively ignorant of its great truths,
and with no intelligent grasp, of the essential doc-

pulpit. Instead of exhortations from the minister,

trines of salvation.

poration.”

acter

handed the cup,
the clerk read aloud a suitable chapter from the
Prophet Isaiah, or John the Evangelist. The clerk
also read a portion of Scripture, before the minister came into church, in order to withdraw the
minds of the congregation from worldly matters.
There was a canopied seat set apart for the county
clerk, the sheriff and the town magistrates, and
also a separate bench for the trustees of the cor-

Dr. Aked on

of the Church were made the subject of able pa-

We

interest.

must get back to the
faithful teaching of the catechisms — these indispensable compendiums of Christian truth— if we would
have an intelligent and steadfast church membership. A real revival penetrates to the heart of things
and deals with causes. Strictly speaking, it is no
revival at all, -when only some of the dismal surface effects of sin are removed from sight. The
true revival begins within, and works to the circumference. What is first needed is a spiritual conception of the causes of evil, and of the Divinely
provided remedy. Now this must be based on
knowledge. And here comes in the duty and im-

I

slab of stone

is

of this

it is

people must be taught, with

in Jesus.

Editorial Letter.
Kingston, N. Y., Aug.

14, 1908.

In my previous letters I have in referring to the

two and a half century old burgh
given prominence to the parent church of the city
any county. In the belfry of the present building,
dedicated in 1852, which is the fourth in which the
organization, dating from 1660, have worshipped,
hangs a particularly clear and deep-toned bell, imported from Holland in 1794, and which for more
than a hundred years has called the congregation
together for worship. At rn earlier day it served
further purposes, as may be gathered from an
article on the “Kingston Church,” published in the
Magazine of the Reformed Dutch Church for Sep-

history of this

writer after describing the bell, adds

was the

first bell

:

the previous usage having been to ring the bell

a slender

began. While

present standing, though doubt-

were many burials on this site at an ear-

The Presbyterianchurch

on

dinner and supper hours. The bell was also for-

merly rung whenever there was a baptism, or a
wras

called ;

this ancient city,

“It was also

J- B- D-

mjjt

custom among our forefathers, immediately be-

fore the ringing of the last bell for church service,
to be notified

laxity in all religious ob-

servances,

This article furnishes other interesting items conthe

though here as elsewhere is to be

noted a tendency to

church and performed the rites of baptism.”

He says:

Resolutions

by a rap at each door, from the ivory-

ted by the

The Lambeth Conference which

Adop- recently held its sessions in LonLam- don, Eng., was composed of two

headed cane of the gray haired sexton, who sung
out aloud 'church time/ and for this circuit was paid
two shillings per annum. The sexton also carried

the Episcopal Church in the United States be-

to the clerk all written requests for the prayers of

terest

the congregation.The clerk had a long rod,

and were

beth Conference,

hundred and forty-three bishops,

ing largely represented. Many subjects of deep in-

slit

at the end, into which he stuck the note an3
handed it up to the minister, who in those days occupied a very high pulpit in the shape of a half

The
,

and great importance claimed
carefully considered

results of the discussions were

and

attention
discussed.

embodied

of eighty-six resolutions,which, not to speak of

board. The minister wore a
mantle, a cocked hat, and a neck band

deplores the growth of the divorce

evil,

black silk

principles of Christianity should

first

for crevats

psalm used to be

be given more

prominence in the teaching of the Church ; laments
the serious decline in the number of candidates for

with movable figures suspended on the three
sides of the pulpit; so that every one as they entered might prepare for the lofty notes * * * The
deacons; when service was ended, rose in their
places, the pastor, distilled .pn them the dew of
charity in a short address ; they bowing took each a
bag fixed on a long black pole with a small alarm
bell fastened to the end, went their rounds, rousing the sleepy heads with experienced dexterity

the ministry; commends the movements for peace

—

separate churches on the basis of race or color are

returned heavy laden with farthings, or with a cop-

inconsistent with the vital unity of Christ’s church,

per coin called tokens, being stamped with ‘Kings-

and that, while “the solution of race problems

ton Church/ and redeemed at stated times * * *

despair of the statesman,” “it is for the church to

set

It

was then

also usual to stand

round the sacra-

mental board, which was placed at the foot of the

to those

who attempt

to discredit the Scrip-

tures by attacking isolated passages:
“First, the Bible is the

one book

in the

world

Book of Righteousness. It is the
and suffering man who

for the tried

the thought of His Church; and the Book which
Book of Christ is as immortal as Himself.”

and for the abatement of the opium

traffic,

clares that “purely educational”systems

and de-

are.

educa-

unsound, and that no
teaching can b£ regarded as adequate which excludes religious teaching. Of especially deep interest to this country is the resolution which affirms
that all peoples must be welded into one body, that
tionally as well as morally

is

the

face the perplexities which daunt” the rulers of the

earth.

1111111

*§

is the

This is what The Christian,
Puritan of London, says about the inInfluence. fluence of the Puritans; or,
rather,

what Mr. Story

says

about it in his book, “American Shrines in Eng-*

land,” from which The Christian quotes. We
would add, “honor to whom honor is due”:
Those who are interested in the entrancing study of Puritanism and its influence in the development of the American nation, will find much that is noteworthy in Mr. Alfred
Story’s recently issued volume, “American Shrines in I ngland,” with its records of the Washingtons and Franklins,
the leaders of the Pilgrim Fathers, and the other heroes of
the colonization who, in most cases, left these English
shores “for consciencesake.” Mr. Story remarks aptly
that it is not a little singular that the twp foremost teaching institutiefasin America, Harvard and Yale, were founded by two Englishmen— and in another chapter he adds:
“It will be noticed how many of these early pioneers for
religion'ssake were educated at Cambridge. Something
like a hundred University men cast in their lot with the
settlers of MassachusettsBay during the twenty years from
1630 to 1650. Of these seventy were from Cambridge,
twenty of them being graduates of Emmanuel College.
The sister university also had its noble emigrants, who,
with those from Cambridge, wrote their names upon some
of the brightest pages of American history, and, as Mr.
Story says, their influence for good is still felt to-day.

The

and reaffirms

of justice toward labor, and affirms that the social

were then uncanonicat. The

gument

all,

pied with the sounding

;

the so-called “higher criticism” may

in a set

globe raised on the top of a demi-column and cano- .the resolutions of 1888; defines the proper attitude

with linen cambrick ‘beffy’ on his breast

all the

tember Appleton's, offer the most unanswerable ar-

Rondout was organ-

-'
IEWS COMMENTS

and then the minister

with an elder, and whoever else pleased, went into

nected with the church.

in

and is one of the strong churches of
that denomination. The Methodists have a number of flourishing churches, and the St. James M. E.
Church, on a prominent comer, has, next to the
First Reformed, the finest church property in the
city. Commendably the Sabbath is fairly well observed and the churches numerously attended in

of notice to tidy housekeepers of their breakfast,

it

beyond criticism in

have its place and value, says Dr. Aked, the great
worth of the Bible to the ordinary Christian must
ever remain in its divinely appointed power as a
guide, an inspiration and a solace. The following
passages, quoted from advance sheets of the Sep-

ized in 1833,

;

such occasions. It was also the practice before
this time to ring the bell three times a day by way

christening, as

is

other books that have been written since the world

the churches of the city and of our denomination.

“This

that ever tolled here for a funeral

takes up a frank and helpful discussion

order to show that it is worth more than

Church, under a succession of pastors unusual in
ability and consecration has continued to expand
and grow into its present gratifying rank among

tember, 1826.

The

which AppUtosd-^

finds it infinitely difficult to maintain self-respectami integrity amidst the manifold seductions of our modern life.
In the Bible he finds the inspirationto renewed effort after
righteousness, examples, precepts, promises, prophecies,
helping him in his struggle, nerving him to conflict and asinhabitants.
suring him of victory.
“Second, the Bible is the Book of Faith, speaking to us
Other churches of well nigh every Christian
of the reality of things unseen but eternal, planting within
order are numerous and strong, and many rival in
us the desire to hold on to the invisible, nurturing that denumber and efficiency the old First Reformed. Of sire, assuring us of the eternal triumph of goodness, telling
us that goodness is alone immortal, bidding us, in spite of
the more than thirty Reformed churches in the
. ‘reason' and in the face of ‘facts,’ cleave to goodness as the
county, three are within the limits of the city. The
one strong thing here below, and, in trumpet tones that stir
First and the Church of the Comforter in Wilt- the spirit that is within us to a faith divine, proclaiming
that wealth and honor, prospects, ambition and conquest
wyck have already been spoken of. The Secona and the world itself are well lost if by reason of the sacriChurch occupies a substantial stone ivy-clad edifice fice we have saved our soul alive.
“Third, the Bible is the Book of Christ. The dominant
scarcely more than a block from the old First. Its
note of all theology and criticism to-day is its demand for
interior has recently been finely decorated. Under Christ. ‘Back to Jesus’ is the watchword upon every lip.
Renan saw that the reform of Christianity consisted in
its present pastor, the Rev. F. B. Seeley, it is prossuppressingthe graces which our pagan ancestors have
perous and doing an excellent work. It is to-day
added to it, to return to Jesus as He was. And all our
well nigh as strong in the elements of vigorous theology to-day which has in it the promise of immortality
church life as the older church. It dates from 1849, takes up the cry, ‘Back to Jesus as He was!’ It is the
Christ of Galilee and Capernaum, the Christ of Olivet and
and despite a serious secession, which split off to Bethany, the Christ who had not where to lay His head,
form the present Elmendorf street Presbyterian who loved to call Himself the Son of Man, who now fills

dependence on the Holy Spirit to guide all into the
truth as

city,

punctuation point in the Bible

lier

the only Gospel capable of saving men, the children
all the

everyday

of the Bible. For the benefit of those who have
been moved by attacks on the divine inspiration of
some parts of the Scriptures he points out that it is
not necessary to prove that every sentence and

date. Our writer in 1826 mentions this slab
with its date and the cedar post, and says “yet this
post is solid and when chipped with a knife has
the odor peculiar to that kind of wood.” As to
the church in 1826 he says: “This congregation
embraces 1,700 souls, of these 328 are communicants.” The population at that date of the compact
. part of the village was only 1,170. To-day the villages of Kingston and Rondout have grown until
portance of education. In the eternal verities conthey meet and together form a city of about 30,000
cerning sin and salvation which are at the heart of
and youth and

various

Magazine is publishing, the Rev. Dr. Charles F.
Aked, pastor of the Fifth Avenue Baptist Church

dated 1710, supported by a cedar post.

It is the oldest at
less there

yard. Among them

on

phases of practical
Christianity

havejnentioned before the ancient head-

stones in the church

the remarkable articles

Bible.

Customs have so changed that these particulars
as to our forefathers’w'ays and worship will be of

At the Conference at Asbury Park the Catechisms
pers and discussions.

In the second of the series of

after he had broken the bread and

.

19, 1908

Literary Digest has the

Years of following to say in answer to
Church Growth, one of those popular articles
which some men like to write to
show that Christianity is a failure and the C hurch
on the backward trend. The Digest says: ^
Fifty

<

“The greatest gain is shown by the Lutheran denomination, which in fifty years increased its churches in Man*
hattan by 30, and in Greater New York by 116. The l rotestant Episcopal Church gained 27 in Manhattan and 93
in the greater city. The same relative increase of the baptists was 16 and 69, Methodists 11 and 69, Presbyterians 10
and 62. The CongregationalChurch lost 1 in Manhatta
and gained 26 in Greater New York. Besides this 1°y
the Congregationalists,the Reformed Dutch lost 1 and
United Presbyterian 5 in Manhattan; the latter denomination remained stationary as to the number of churches
Greater New York, while the Reformed Dutch gained
The Society of Friends lost 6 churches in Greater Inc
York. The increase of church members in Manhattan an
Greater New York shows the following figures: Lutlura ,
14,291 and 45,706; Protestant Episcopal, 44,040 and 75o»;
Baptist, 10,202 and 28,718; Methodists,3.389 and 27,799
Presbyterians, 14,536 and 34/>i<>; Congregationalists,

W

and

17.106."

»

The
ir-
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from which they witnessed the bloody battle that
followed. Osceola ordered bruised, poisoned
roots to be cast into the streams, and the dogs,
hot from the pursuit, drank, and died of the
poison. In the fierce battle which ensued, the
boys came down from the tree and took part in

Clear Shining After Rain
BY THEODORE L. CUYLER, D.D.

_

the numberless touches of exquisite purity and strength. Christ’s countenance never the barbarities that followed. At length, Talatrv in the Old Testament is that which de- beams with such brightness and beauty as when it mas found his
l4IO way
TTt4/ to the town
..... .of
.......
St. Angush "tender grass springing out of the earth breaks forth after a deluge of sorrow ; and many a tjne> and this is his account of what he saw
*ribeS { lining after rain.” The verdant grass Christian has become a braver, stronger and holier • “One day I saw a man. They were knifing
guldens the eye is the result of a double man or woman for terrible afflictions ; there has been some beeves. He was sitting on a stump, talkbehind
plot ° wcr an(j sunshine. Both are indispens- a clear shining after rain.
J
ing of something in Spanish. I went up behind
This principle has manifold applications.Some- him and heard him say, ‘Jesus Christ came into
^\Ve find in this beautiful expression a type
times a cloud of unjust calumny gathers over a the world to save sinners.’ I asked him to say
,jle' d^pcst and richest spiritual experiences. It
0 ...n* nf the most thorough work of conversion good man’s name ; lies darken the air, and it pours that to me again about Jesus Christ. He said
is a l:l,c u4 r . ..
fasehoods forty days and forty nights. But when
it again. ‘What is that? Who is Jesus Christ?’
the Holy Spirit.
the shower of slander has spent itself the truth Answer, ‘He is the Son of God.’ ‘Who is God?’
'Over everv impenitent soul hangs the dark cloud
creeps out slowly but surely from behind the
___ Great
_____
_r
.........
. are sinners?’
‘He is your
Spirit.’
‘Who
(God’s righteous displeasure ; His holy word thunamst sm anu ilia l,llcolt.1.„soUvU.
- of defamation, and the slandered character shines ‘You Seminoles fighting the government.’”
d rs against sin and His threatenings beat like a
f

lliao

:

^

^

'

clouds

—

nn of

iton: this cloud

Sng

;

the thunders cease

;

the

wrecks a rotten tree only roots the

sunshine.
f

pardoning Savior looks forth like a clear sound tree, whose leaves glisten in the subsequent

“

sky after a storm

for there

;

™

conversion are

exactly

is

..

similar

;

yet in every

thorough

grace the darkness and dread which bc-

vork of

w

to a state

God

peace of

of guilt give place to the smile and

in the face of Jesus Christ.

What is true in the beginnings of the most
thorough

Christian life is often realized in the sub-

sequent experiences
shine

of the believer.

readers

ought to be a comfort to such of

as are

under the heavy downpour of

,

open their

Bibles and read

rae God’s
uvu
most

some Qf

how

..

Moriah

trials

shining came

was a sjnner, and his conviction grew

deeper for three weeks, until

it

seemed to him

All ye children of

Lord loves to honor and reward unwaver- distress, particularly on account of the grace
ing faith. He permits the storm to test you, and o{ this unknown God.

that our

......
Mount

under a dark cloud of apprehension, but

t|iat |ie

Christ.

my

it fared with

way to

ft.|t

God who are under the pelt- that he was ti,e greatest sinner that ever ran
ings of poverty, or the downpour of disappoint- among tiH. Everglades. Memory brought up
ments, or the blizzards of adversity, “think it not evcrything that he had ever done. He had cut
strange as though some strange thing had happened boys' w;tb kniVeS and had scars all over his
unto you.” Millions have had the same experiences ma(ic j,, tilese fights. He remembered to
before you. No storm ever drowned a true be- jlave heaten a boy once, and broken his back, so
liever, or washed out the foundation of hope. The tbat fi€ always afterward had a hump. Remorse
trial of your faith will be found unto praise and tortured him, especially at night. He felt that
honor and glory at the appearing of your Lord and tbe Great Spirit was angry with him, and then
Saviour Jesus
the thought that he had sent His Son to save
Two things ought to give you courage. One is him broke bis heart and his distress was a double

...... ......
faithful
children.

\braham toiled on his sorrowful

ttar

Rain and sun-

both play their part in developing godly

character.It

to

that

These words greatly distressed Talamas and
more firmly the horribie feelings began to burn in his bosom. He

with more lustre than ever. Hie same storm

no condemnation
' Christ
’ ' Jesus.
T - - No
.....
.......
them who are in
two
cases of

Le
t0

sweep
face of the

hail Repentance and faith in Christ

}

then sends the smile of his sunshine to reward you.

the

when God approved his faith

Another thought
liantly

is

that the skies arc never so bril-

blue as when they have been washed by a

He

thought I would get up a ‘stamp
dance.’ I thought I could stamp these feelings
says, “I

away.

I raised a

whoop that could be heard

for

son Isaac to the father’s storm. The countenance of Jesus is never so wel- three miles away. It brought the Indians toheart. The successive strokes of trial that burst on come and lovable as when He breaks forth upon us
gether. I was a great hand in the ‘stamp dance.’
head of Joseph only made his exaltation the —a sun of consolation and joy after trials,
In fact, was a leader of it, and I stamped with
more signal when he became prime minister
Long years ago, on a day of thick fog and pour- all my might, but I only stamped my bad feeling
There are forty-one chapters of the book ing rain, I ascended a mountain by an old bridle deeper in. Then I went down in the bushes
path over the slippery rocks. A weary, disap- close by and took a knife to cut my throat. I
of jd through which beats the tempest which
pointed company we were when we reached the opened the biggest blade, and just then I looked
smote the four corners of this house, but in the
cabin un
on the
forty-second chapter comes the clear shining after
Liiuin
uic summit. But toward evening a mighty up and saw my aunt looking right into my eyes,
wind swept away the banks of mist, the body of
\ Said, I will not kill myself where she can
the rain, and the blaze of restored prosperity. The
Diograpniesor
nnjan anu
blue heavens stood out in the clearness, and before
me< I don’t want her going around hollerbiographies
of Elijah
and ui
of juraiuci
Daniel p»uvc
prove that light
q sown for the righteous ; and the eleventh chap- us was revealed the magnificentlandscape
screaming,’ so I went to a more secluded
ter of the Hebrews is a meteorologicalrecord to
away to the sea. That scene was at the time,
^
marsh by the great oaks. Just then
has often been since, a sermon to my soul. It
thOUght came powerfully into my mind, ‘Is
show how faith paints rainbows on thunder clouds.
taught me that faith’s stairways are over steep
t^e Qreat Spirit able to take away the bad
In our day God often employs stormy providences
rocks; often through blinding storms; but God feeiingSj> j will ask Him,’ and I did just as the
for the discipline and perfecting of His own people.
never loses His hold on us, and if we endure to jn(jian doctors ask for rain. I said, ‘Great Spirit,
He knows when we need the drenchings. Every
the end he will yet bring us out into the clear shin- pjtv me an(j ta|{e away these bad feelings and
raindrop has its mission to perform. It goes right

and

spared the beloved

of

suiiuiui.the

um*.

^

stretching

down to the roots
crevice. Not

may

of the heart, and creeps into every

/a

•

one drop of sorrow, not one tear, but

joyous, but grievous

not

it

yieldeth

;

So

THE main

material for this story of an Indian lad was furnished me by the late Dr.

$. J.

Humphrey, for years connected with the

American Board, as one of its

most

efficient dis-

trict secretaries.

.

it’s better to

hope thouRh the clouds run

low,

to keep the eye still lifted;
For the clear, blue sky will soon peer through,

When

»

,

i

r

j

t

i

____

__

T

keep me from killing myself.’ Just as soon as I
had asked, it was all gone, and I felt that the
Great Spirit had answered me. I shut up my
knife. I gave another whoop and gathered hence
all Indians together and told them about my experience. I was anxious to tell it. It did me
good. I could not keep it in. I asked them what
it meant, but they could not tell. They were
heathen themselves. Then I went all around
telling. At last an old negro came and said, ‘A
white man is hunting for you,’ and soon he came

And

nevertheless afterward

the peaceable fruits of righteousnessand

„

^

^
^

ing after rain.

have some beneficent purpose. The process

is

I

and

the thunder cloud is rifted.

Brooklyn. N. Y.

with a white man and the white man came and
United States agent, General Thompson, and
took my hand, and said If you will go wit m
in irons for six days. Such outrage, aggravated I will put you to school and tel you about the
by insult and indignity, goaded him to the point Book, and they w.U explain it all, and he took
of madness; and, after weeks and months, he me to his vessel at Key West,

hot words of threatening, he was seized by

the
put

,

succeeded in killing General Thompson and four This man was Captain Bemo, of the “Shenanlad must have been born someothers with him. This was the real' beginning doah,” carrying provisions for the army. He
where in the first twenty years of the last cenof the terrible war in which 7,000 Seminoles, took Talamas to New Orleans, then to New
jury, for he was one of those who took part
scattered through Florida, were engaged on the York, where he began to learn English. This
in torturing and scalping the wounded whites
one side, against the whole force of the United Captain Bemo was a good Christian, and Talawho fell in the famous Seminole war; and was
States Government on the other— a war which mas was afterwards’ known as John Douglas
himself a nephew of the celebrated chief, Oscelasted seven years, and cost 1,500 lives, and Bemo. He afterward Went with the Captain,
°k' His full name was Talamas-Mic-O, which
very
and joined one of the expeditions
in search of
r orest King.”
King. The
1 ne Indians
mcnans were capauic
vciy nearly $15,000,000. Finally, to the -shame
------r
means “Forest
capable
—
“We
found the
ot great atrocities and in part the boasted brav- of the government be it rec&rded, five hundred Sir John Franklin. He says,
---—r ....
« « ii
___
__ 11.
xU
. oUIia on TTrirrlicVi vpccpI rrnwf
ery their young men consisted in the extreme bloodhounds were called to the aid of the gov- ship, an English vessel, crowded up in ice. It
ernment, and, to crown the infamy, under a flag had been there thirteen years, and the sailors
tardihood with which they committed crimes
of truce, Osceola was himself captured, and cried when they saw it. We climbed in and saw
^ violence, to which they were largely provoked,
died after six years’ imprisonment in Fort Moul- the Captain sitting at a table with his hat and
however, by the greed, treachery and, cruelty of
trie. So much for the history that throws light overcoat on, and a pen in his hand. The last
white man. For instance, the wife of Osceola
up4n the career of this Indian
words he had written were, ‘My wife froze last
"as the daughter of a fugitive slave woman, and
This Indian

*
,

...

tne

'

^
Juu<uijr
......
•
j ~ 4.U«

-----.........
j

lad.

year of the war Osceola sent away night.’ The sailors were sitting around frozen.”
unable to escape the bloodhounds; Talamas- was gone with Captain Bemo four
carried off under thisr pretext; and, when and Talmas, with other lads, pursued by these years, and on his return, was an inmate of the
the noble chief, in righteous indignation,uttered -brutes, prosged the ford and climbed into a tree family of Rev. Alston Douglas, a
Bethel

unqer the
the fugitive
fugitive slave
law, claimed
claimed by
by the
In the fifth
under
slave law,
°Wnrt of her mother, as a slave, and was ac- all who were

The

536

who

taught the Indian. Thence he
went to Lafayette College, where he was with
Dr. Jedkins for three or four years, and got a
good English education ; then he took a theological course at Princeton, after which he went to
the- Indian Territory and became a useful minister among the remnant of his people.
This is one of the most interestingstories of
Indian life ever written. It ought to be largely
reproduced for the general blessing that it would
import. It shows how from the smallest germs,
the divine life may grow in the most unlikely
preacher,

how

soil;

the Spirit of

God may work

in those

whom we

are expecting no such work, and
how, with scarce any human agency, Christ may
be revealed in saving power to one who has
scarcely any knowledge of Him as a historic
in

license

Professor Munsterberg on Prohibition

*

TALL

MADGE BERGEN, D.D.

America has been seriously threatened by
Professor Hugo Munsterberg of Harvard University. At least this is true: the eminent professor
from his chair of eminence has waved his psycholvancing breakers.

This now celebrated psychologist, reocgnized in
both America and Germany as an authority in his
subject, has written an extensive article in the
August number of the McClure Magazine in which
he endeavors to prove that prohibition is wrong.

need an inhibitionthat

IV e

'will

men

act

(not the

a

more

beneficial activity.

With life and beauty throbbing,
Through ail the leafy throng.

The

glorious hills of Zion
Are dearer atill to me.
For there the stately stepping*
Of Zion’* King I see.

And

women)

we ought

to

wrong. The

professor

race. “If wine can overcome and
suppress the consciousness of the little miseries and
of the drudgery of life, and thus set free and reenforce the unchecked enthusiasm for the dominant
ideas, if wine can make us forget the frictions and
pains and give again the feeling of unity and fric*
tionless power — by all means let us use this helper

benefit to the

to civilization.

have tried to sum up his psychological argu-

ment and to state the heart of his discussion. Of
course in thus trying to represent him we are fallable, but we are open to a criticism from any who
may have read the article. In this argument Professor Munsterberg is the savant of his school of
psychology, not the old rational psychology of the

for their moral welfare that

writers

popular successor of the late Joseph Parker is per.

and

flag

over his pulpit with a piece of black cloth fas-

tened upon

it to

represent the liquor

traffic

attached

to our national government. This piece of black
the minister tore off and trampled it under foot;

“and the thousands rushed out excited as if they
had heard a convincing argument.” This, the professor calls hypocrisy and charges this sin against

who thus depict the traffic.
But could anything be more open, candid and

all

illustrative

Where

than this very act which he describes?

the hypocrisy?
Professor Miinsterberg says:

attend a students’ ‘Commers’ I
tected by the thick

“When I had to
was always pro-

mug through which no one could

discover that the contents became less during the

evening.” Now, of course, we can forgive this
deception. Under the circumstances it was prob-

do. It is no doubt beta “Commers” than to rush

ably the best thing he could
ter to

be a hypocrite at

madly on into the claws of the “Katzen jammer.”
But the point is: We object to this self-confessed
student deceiver calling us poor ministers “hypocrites.” In this article the professor sums up the
amount of taxes that liquor pays into our public
coffers, the wages of the employees of the traffic,
the capital invested therein, and then asks: “Can

the country afford to ruin an industry of such
magnitude?”

A

Yes, indeed, the country can afford to ruin it.

the psycho-physics of the experimental laboratory.

mighty wave of public sentiment is arising to-day
and sweeping this same traffic from the path of our
country’s welfare and progress. The United States
of America will never hesitate to sweep away an in-

such

it

has been discovered that we need some

“inhibitions

or

partial paralysis,”

and

this

accepted fact of his science the professor grasps as

his weapon with which to demolish prohibition.
There are farther reasons given, but this is the

With

due respect to the distinguished savant
of Harvard this is no new argument. One of the
most popular ballads of the vaudeville stage of toall

it

is

to-day.

Professor Munsterberg calls the prohibitionists“a
hysterical minority.”

To-day a population as large

and local prohibition,and the majority of the voters

wonder, fellows, what a drink will
dor And have not we old-time temperance workers heard it often so sadly: “I took to drink to
drown my sorrow.” Why, even the Long Island
negroes of my boyhood days had a song the finale
of which was: “Sing a little, won’t do no harm.”
Professor Munsterberg may have delved deeply

of this population have voted for prohibition.And

human activity to discover these
but really we have met this foe of prohibi-

things,

tion before.

We

are glad of the physical basis that

way disturbs the moral ground for prohibition and total

he has revealed to us laymen, but

it

in no

abstinence.
Now there are other truths that the psycho-physics

have made plainer to us. The great subject of

heredity and the effect of transmitting tendencies
to insanity and criminality through alcoholic poison-

denies the Divinity of Christ.” Certainly his

ser-

and sermon last Sunday night were powerful
witness to the Divine One.
We had been in London less than twelve hours,
but remembering well Mr. Campbell’s preaching
when we were here four years ago, we started at
six o’clock for the City Temple. The streets wer?

vice

lined with eager people for blocks, and

after a

hour’s wait we fortunately secured good

half

seat! di-

The organist was playing the
cisely at

voluntary. Pre-

seven o’clock the choir of

fifty took

places in full vestments, blue gowns, white

their

tunics

and academic caps. Then came the beadle with
Bible and hymnals, followed by the white-haired,
angel-faced young preacher, also gowned.

Three

thousand people faced him eager and expectant
The silence during Scripture, prayer and sermon
was intense ; the congregational singing superb.
was his last sermon before his vacation and at the
close he said a brief word of farewell, and the choir
sang one verse of “God be with you till we meet
It

again.”

His theme was “The Super-Moral”; his text
Matthew :48, “Be ye therefore perfect even as
your Father which is in heaven is perfect. H
3

sermon be heresy, would there were more of
In clear an convincing language he showed the

this

it

supfer-moral character, evolved only through the

union of the human soul with the Divine Spint
A solemn hush fell upon the vast assembly as they
v/ent out with no vain and futile questionings as
deavor in their daily life to attain unto the
by faith in the Son of God, in fellowship and

you’re up against it, fellows, and a feeling awful

into the centers of

we doubt very much the truth of the statement made to me to-day by an Englishman: “He
it. But

vinced that it is

as that of his beloved Prussia is living under State

blue, isn’t it a

upon

to our Lord’s divinity, but with aspiration and

money value when conmorally wrong. Never has the

“When

day is (I have been told) to the effect that

cannot pass judgment

stitution of ever so great

moral appeal been stronger in America than

fundamental.

we

we have

rectly in front of the pulpit.

is

the mental philosophersof the Christian ages, but

There

in these sacred temples

I gain both strength and rest,
And breathe the air of heaven.
Communing with the blest

not read his book,

be freed for

New Testament

So

Professor Munsterberg mentions a scene in a
Chicago church when a minister hung the American

alcohol, when taken in moderation, will be of great

Stoics, Latin fathers,

roam the woodland*
resonant with aong,

I love to

theology here and in the United States. As

thinks that liquors containing a small amount of

We

shyly play.

teaches that the “moral element must control”

be permitted to obtain small doses of alcohol, and
therefore prohibition is

Where minnow*

lri$

Alcohol, in small doses,

will produce this inhibition; therefore

I love the verdant meadowa,
The amell of new-mown hay,
The brook* through willowy vistas,

So the moral man and the psychologistare at haps the most talked of preacher in Great Britain.
war with each other. And his own philosophy Sharp and severe has been the criticism upon

of bodily and mental activity, causing them to snftcr

may

Of Mila of Paradiae.

hibition.”

upon certain centers

partial paralysis that other centers

akirt the purpling skira,

give a nearer viaion

A

This seems to be the fair reduction of his argu-

form.

That

They

Cambridge should be no license. ,Well, in the same
spirit of love we would take the dread temptation
Pastor of City Temple, London
away from all the young men of America, every one
Hotel Victoria, I-ondon, lig,
of them as worthy of our protection as the HarJ Tas,,M‘
vard freshmen. In this statement the Professor’s Dear
tender manhood speaks. But listen to the scientist. ’T'HE Congregationalistsmay exclude the Rev
“The real danger begins everywhere with intemperR. J. Campbell from their Council at Edinance ; that is, with a lack of that self discipline which
burgh, but no human power can keep the crowds
is not learned hut lost under the outer force of profrom the City Temple when he is to preach. The

ogical sceptre into the threatening face of the ad-

to syllogistic

MESSLER QUICK.

Intelligencer:

rising tide of prohibition of the liquor traffic

in

ment

it is best

A.

I love the mountain range*,

Professor Miinsterberg loves these students; he

Northfield, Mast.

JOHN

BY THE REV.

Harvard Yard.”

the old

19, igog

Delightful Rambles

year by year as long as freshmen stroll over

knows that

nv

AugU8t

ing of the same centers of physical and mental
activity has been enlarged through this modern
school of psychology, and many other facts that
would prohibit the employment of even small doses
of alcohol in thousands of families and millions of
individuals have been brought to light. And
although the school is rather narrow and soon will
be passing with the former new departures of
psychology, still we think that there are enough and
more than enough data in the psycho-physicallaboratory to demand a prohibitory law.
Now Professor Munsterberg is convinced of
this. He says: “I live most comfortably in a pleasant temperance town, which will, I hope, vote no

person.

’“THE

Christian Intelligencer

this is

why

the allied distillers and brewers and the

wholesale and retail dealers in drink are desperate.
It is

claimed that thirty-four million Americans are

under prohibitory laws which they sanction
and approve. The endorsement of prohibition in
the platform of the Maine Republican party is decisive. The prohibitory law of this State is older
than the majority of its voters. The same blessing
has come to the South and is rapidly coming to the
Middle West. This “hysterical minority” protests

living

against a misuse of a psychological doctrine. Professor

Munsterberg has

illogically attacked

a great

moral issue with an assumption of his psychophysics.

For the doctrine of

“inhibitions” is

but

a

good

working assumption, out of place in the national
His application is ma\ Wtfn4n

moral

God.

en-

union

with the eternal, in love and service of the

sons o

men who alone through Christ can become

sons

G«otc« H. Pat**

From Old Dover, New

Letters

Hampshire

n.

THERE

*

are more things to hear and see

in

ver than one letter will tell. I find the

of Dover were distinguished for their patno
a century later in the War of the Revolution
well as for their bravery in the early Indian w

Even the

minister of the First Congr6^
Church felt that love of country called himjUiJ^
his pulpit remained vacant for a time. The
of th6 Concord fight reached him on the way ^
Portsmouth to Dover, and he wrote his wit«*
is absolutely

*

necessary that I proceed

imna

to Boston if it is not in ashes before I

As

necessity has

no law, the people

my absence next Sabbath if I should not
fore
Sunday Dr. Belknap was

it”

ge
r

prea^

'

^

The
190S.

,t 19,

all

fast. Through this remnant of the old English

war he counseled courage and persist-

May-day, the exchequer of the Children’s Home

Tri(1_e

^

at

to the Provincial army, and

thr0U*h(i when

£**>

end came met it with fervent
Dover that when

the

There

Independence arrived

in

town, Dr.

^

went to Pine Hill school, kept at that
Bellafp wjgter Wigglesworth, and announced that

•

tinie

was now a nation. The whole

school

marched through the town with the
and the master at the head, and accom"''vd bv a drummer boy, who they picked up on
am|

P*81
JVT

But

return to the school house Dr.

()n (heir

it

absorb in small ways, at least, the customs of the

later years

the eve of Fourth of July.

‘

But what will the people do for these

articles

One

of food?” we asked.
“Make them, themselves," was the laconic reply.

commodious double houses, so

The

"L

factory workers would he able to do their

mills

to

A

its

own bak-

adoption.

sense of being

name of “The Lost Key,’
and a candy shop with the toothsome cognomen of
“The Sugar Bowl,” on the Main street, brought to
mind the old English days, when men visited and

cnied along

on strong waves or currents of air, so

gossiped over their ale and joints at "The Sign of

toonnt

in quality, as

J

the air

^

warmth. The inhabitants of Dover
strong, and say that those who can

of

grow into great physical strength, and live

it

age. One has the

w an advanced

is >t

New

land down the

The town boasts

any

not by

k is

one rides in

Hampshire

the

its trolleys

first effort

Salmon and alewives once swarmed the waters
where the mills now stand, and there was an early
law that the first salmon that came up the river

to supply

was in existence before the Revowas kept at some central store. A writ-

A social library
lution,
ten

and

catalogue is still treasured,

membered the

the

do not find the Cochico good fishing ground, but as

reading of the

There are grown up people to-day who see nothing farther. The earth becomes parched, and the
rain comes in refreshing showers. “What a horrid
warm day! I wish the rain would come!” The
rain comes, and the vegetation is green once more.
The air is cool and we breathe freely. Let us see
what a local paper has inserted : "J. Pluvius wound

building.

the

tion

of

with

Independence. Behind some doors, adorned

It is but

the old

days touched royalty so

good

coaches

Abraham

The Episcopal church,
•ew and beautiful,

its

Lafayette was

is

once entertained on a visit to Dover.
is

the Belknap

Church,

Jeremy Belknap, the historian of New
Hampshire, and the patriot who stood by the soldier,

oonied for

trained the
Unitarian

sheets

still

’cotths sat

The ’writer only saw a banana.
He sendeth His rain on the just and unjust.
There was a time when the good people assembled

new,

will.

purpose in this woe;

Does he return thanks?

A

great peace comes our hearts to
That is from Heaven we know.
Maple Corner, Willington, Conn.

fill.

s"lre- The
shfs

Children’s

is

a philanthropy that

and turns the feet of its citizens
that New England institution, a May break-

Dover hearts,

l0Ward

Home

New Hamp-

many

It is said that

request prayers

wnen going

on a long journey, but few return to give thanks
for preservation.

West and upon this beautiful earth, but it is surrounded by a far greater amount of water. Do

“Defects of Vision”

THE

*

optician

“Among

who

we
advertises as above, also adds:

the most distressing of ailments,

most serious in

their results,” yet

it.

the eyesight is perfect suffer
are not aware of

many who

and

think

from stygmatism and

“Doctor,” exclaimed a young

,

man as

sermon?” The

Some

pastor looked at the

“He

the water in the hollow of His hand

He

go?

should let

holdeth

? What

if

Is it not wonderful, or is

nothing more to us than a

it

banana? How much

and how much we lose, who nevei
see anything more than “bright stars, beautiful

that child lost

moon,” "fine day,” etc.
“The heavens declare the glory of God.”
“The sea is His and He made it.”
“He maketh the rain to fall on the evil and the

good.”

"

.

'

u

“The earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof.
The world and they that dwell therein.” A

And
tiful

a

the little crawling worm

changed into a beau-

white moth, tells of no common thing, but

full proof that

this mortal,

some day we too

shall

put

“Oh,

to

be over yonder

1

The longing groweth stronger,

When

l see the wild doves cleave the air on rapid wing.

. 1 long for

their fleet pinions
Lord’s dominions

To reach my
And

rest

is

off

and be changed more wonderfully than

the silkworm.

years ago a principal of a school in a large

heard that there was to be an exhibition of.
silkworms in a hall. As she wished to have the

city

ever get as far as the thought,

the con-

“can anyone see that picture you spoke of in your

Governor’s chair of

a

but to a Christian nation, where is the reverence?

view

New Eng-

in the

and every thing else given old Jupiter as

good to open the windows of Heaven and water
the earth. Did we return thanks for the refreshing showers? The little boy who received a present,
at one time replied: “I’m glad I got it!” That was
all. Did he thank the giver? No.
Sickness comes, and the poor sufferer asks hit
Heavenly Father to restore his health. It comes

youth of his day in patriotism. The

boasts a large edifice, but the congre-

in bucketfulls, torrents, blankets,

fell

Well, this might do for the days of mythology,

poor sightless
eyes of the speaker and was non-plussed.Then a
ption has dwindled to a handful.
new thought occurred. “The blind have intuition,
The town has two lives, that of the past and the
and he quickly replied, “Yes, Louis, it is on exWt of to-day. There is a large and pretentions'hibition for the public.” The thbught grew into act,
% building, a high school built and equipped after
and he afterward went to the institution for the
'be most approved plans, a hospital and a model
blind,. and invited thirty blind people to accompany
°to folks’ home, the latter given to the town through
him to Dore’s Gallery. Standing before a picture
^ generosity of Arioch Wentworth. The family
he described a scene in the life of the Saviour, while
of Wentworth is one that New Hampshire dethey quietly took it in. So he proceeded from pic'ghts to honor, for the sons of this family have
ture to picture, and the expression on each face
^°ne her great honor. Three times have Wentproved that they saw, but not as we see.

bud,

a

vehicle to bring his waters to earth.”

fair,

gregation left the church after the evening service,

Church, like many others in

year. Rain

many

all

and
to be

Hut when we seek to find God’s

And

skipper of the ark than the

old-time residents have seen in the resort in

BY MRS. PETER STRYKER

present abode

boasts a parish house on an ad-

Church of Dover

when Noah was made

during a season of drought and. asked the Giver of

Dark clouds obscure the sky;
At change so sudden dire and
We pause to question why?

Lincoln.

more than one hundred years old, where

joining lot

First

while

noon that came nearer to conditions in the early days

forget

bright

When suddenly across our

brought guests of note, among them the

beloved personalityof

up a three days’ spree with a deluge yesterday after-

That earth has trials
met.
In which we all must share.

closely,

Queen Elizabeth is spoken of in them as
“Cousin Bess.” On the corner of Court street
stands the old Court House, built in 1791. Here
Daniel Webster and Jeremiah Mason often held
their audiences spellbound with their eloquence.
Opposite is a convent where Sisters of Mercy come
and go to-day, but in the past it was the famous
New Hampshire House, to which the old stage

human to

When days are

brass knockers, there are said to exist letters,

which in
that

ANNIE A. PRESTON.

one of the signers of the Declara-

daughter of

lesson as long as they lived, while

others saw nothing beyond the "banana.

town was forced to be of a the power that runs the mills it offers more than a
good catch of fish to many hundreds of workmen.
wv solid nature. Dover has its Historical Society
One leaves Dover with an added sense of what
adits Daughters of the Revolution,but in a town
we as a country owe to our first settlers, their courwhere every block boasts some building of hisage and honor, their wisdom and sagacity— and
torical performance, the old residents form an unabove all to their patriotism and religious fidelity.
charteredhistorical society of the whole body.
They laid foundation stones worthy of our best
Sffrer street, one of the principal residential
after
eluamth l. Gmhard.
streets, took its name from the fact that long ago
the wife of Colonel Mellon, who lived on this
thoroughfare, owned and used the first silver teaset m town. What greater honor could have been
done a Colonial dame than to name a street after
her silver tea-set ! On this street Daniel Webster
was accustomed to stop when he held court in
It Is But Human to Forget
Dover. In another house lived for many years

ttat

is

ing how he came there.
I have no doubt that many of the children re-

should be given to the minister. To-day’s fishermen

which gives the idea

mam.” “What

at

owner’s name.

with pleasant and prontable reading.

her citizens

or “King George’s Inn,” rather than

a house known only by street and number, or the

hills.

of a fine Carnegie library, but

means Dover’s

restaurant with the

Ram”

appeared somewhat puzzled. “Mary,”

it?” “A banana,” was
the reply. Imagine the dismay. After giving daily
exhibitions — going into details — rejoicing that every
. child now understood from personal observation, the
poor little silkworm to that child was only a
banana. Perhaps the little one had not been present
every time. Perhaps she was too young to understand, and therefore it was excusable. Perhaps a
few days later she understood, when a beautiful
white moth hurst through and lay quietly wonder-

“Yeth

would be closed, and the great body of

keep the Fourth in the land of

little girl

said the teacher, “can you tell what you see?

ing on that day, and the foreign bake-shop meant

has been suggested that this style
architecturehas prevailed in this bleak climate

lele houses. It

die sake

order was given, “Stand!” “Now-”
said the teacher, “tell me whai are yon lookmg at?”
full lesson, the

read.

entrance of each is on opposite
insuring the reticence and individuality of

L

little

one was allowed to examine it.
Fearing that they would not all comprehend the

“No baked beans or

lit that the front

of

assembly room.

covering the magnifying glass was brought and each

Jbrown bread sold here on Fourth of July,” the card

of the eighteenth century. There

dozens of

* A ais0

to the

that the children should see the beautiful golden

brought to our atten-

by a notice hung up in a foreign bake-shop on

tion

old Colonial homes, spacious gardens,

beautiful

among was

it

from sight.
But then came a bright sunshiny morning, when
a cocoon like a large pea nut was seen. Intending

lems to be met, with this foreign tide, but that they

^ comfortable homes and its gardens filled with

Z

still the

Near these buildings one hears
a babel of tongues, a new life floating down from
Canada, a foreign element in this town of English
speech and old English customs. There are prob-

became a pleasant place to live in with

let old fashioned flowers. Indeed, much the
* charm prevails over all things to-day as in

philanthropic.There are

the Cochico river.

people they live

knowledge by personal observation, she

worker had eaten his fill of the mulberry
tree and was now about to begin his work. Every
morning as the children left the main room to go
to their classrooms it was placed on a table before them, and in full view as they slowly walked
around. After a few days a thin veil was seen
around him, and soon he was completely hidden

shoe shops, all using the water-power afforded by

HtTh,e town recovered from the depression of
r

The

of Dover are neither

woolen mills, cotton mills, belt factories,and

mills,

prayer and a holiday was given.

offered

to retain the

was made, and also

silk

purchased one and brought

all the large buildings

civic, religious or

how

children understand

each year.

is replenished

a tradition in

is

ration of
lbt
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A
OT,

Different Aspect

sticky and not a breath of air

The

^

19,

stir ;

church was a veritable oven
minister’s sermon was long; in the cro
little

one.

T?*

week he had not had

duties of the
a short

time tn

^

^

Roger Whitnall sat perfectly motionless
commented unfavorably on the fidgetings 0f
A Commonplace Hero

can,

army

You may read any day in the papers
The name of a commonplace man,

And

may

which he can influence men.

An

not become famous, but he has

I

should like that.”

“Well,” said my old friend, as I came back from
this conversation, “did

you impress him with

the

opportunities for a scientific career?”

“No,” I replied, “I didn’t impress him, for his mind is made
up, but he impressed me.”

There was Duffy, who sent in the warning,
Hemmed in by the hot breath of flame;
Till the fire-chief heard and responded;
More dead than alive when they came,

II.

out to the blessed air dragged him.

My

Their comrade, a commonplace man,
Defiant of death and of danger,
He had stood at the post in the van.

second conversation was held on a Pullman

sleeping coach with a

little Jewess,

weary

returning

from a long succession of “one night stands” in
music halls w’est of the Rockies.' Her specialty, she
told me, was an acrobatic feat. The daughter of a

There is many a hero unnoted,
Crowds do not go wild at his name.
It shall never be blazoned in letters

Of

officer

in

a chance to influence his men and do them good.

Confronted with trial and danger,
Who just does the best he can.
He is not on the lookout for glory,
He is not on the lookout for pelf,
In the direful stress of disaster
He has not thought of himself.

And

some work

Russian Jewish father and an Austrian mother, she

gold, in the archives of fame.

Hut I’m thinking that God and the angels
Have a smile for the commonplace man.
Who, menaced by darkness and danger,
Docs bravely the best that he can.

is

American. She and her four
of them hard-working women, support

herself thoroughly

sisters, all

the invalid father and old mother, having purchased

New York.

them a home near

“It

isn’t

grand,” she

“but it is a comfortable home and we
have a piano. My hand is thin,” she said meditatively, holding it out, “but it has earned a good
many dollars these past nine years.”
explained,

A

A

LITTLE
1

Journey

Little

journey in the world does one good.

have had occasion to travel into a neighbor-

What

ing State, and have come back refreshed by contact with

girl

new scenes and new people. Two con-

was her passionate love for humanity, evidently

genuine and spontaneous. “Lady,” she said earn-

young people, who did me the honor
to express themselves very frankly, impressed me

versations with

estly, “I’ve travelled all over,

and I’ve seen heaps

and I know there’s lots of 'em sufferin’
and starvin’. They haven’t even got enough to eat.
And sometimes I wisht 1 was rich or I wisht 1 was
dead !” “Come,” said I, “don’t wish you were dead

of people,

particularly.
I.

The

interested me particularly in this dark-eyed

was with a young University senior of
twenty-two, standing six foot three inches and a
quarter in his shoes, and already carrying himself
like an army officer. He has the flat, strong back,
first

man. This

’Tis better to live,

and do

all

you can to help people.”

laugh, “I believe I’d
if I

is

am a Jew!

make a good president even

I’d certainly try to divide things

personal enthusiasm and respect for an erect mili-

Sometimes I feel so full of it all
I’d just like to make a speech,” she continued. And
then she added with flashing eyes, “I did talk to
my manager out West who tried to cheat me.

tary carriage. At present this young gentleman

‘Look here,’ 1 said, ‘you’re not makin’ a living for

has two passions, the army and chemistry. . The
army is uppermost, however, and he is working
hard to secure a commission and to establish him-

us, we’re makin’ a living for

work

up a

in the university battalion,partly to his

little better.

you!

You’re

affliction

night. I ask Him for everybody who needs Him,
and last of all I say, God bless me.”
I wished that I had with me the noble utterance
of the great Methodist Episcopal Church, to read
to

her. This

is its statement,

formulated at

its last

quadrennial conference, just concluded in Baltimore.

Surely these w’ords embody much of the longing

the artillery’s attraction for him.

of her warm heart.
“The Methodist Episcopal Church stands:

put his case before me, his mother’s old friend,

with a certain succinctness and clearness that was

me

ing.

in interesting harmony with his
I

*

through his fingers, each breath louder than T
one before. Roger glared at the back of the oH
man’s head. “It makes me tired,” he mumbled
inw'ardly, “to see people doing such things to
work off their nervousness. Can’t they have the
sense to know that it makes it worse for ntli

folks?”
The

"

minister preached on. “A one-horse $er

mon,” Roger declared. “Might have

known

it

would be tiresome.”

He
just

continued to glare crossly at the

ahead. Suddenly a thought

old man

struck

hinr

“The old chap acts as if he had something hot
in his mouth. Looks as if he was trying to

re-

lieve himself

somehow.

I believe he

has

the

toothache!” Then his feeling of irritationturned
to one of sympathy. “Toothache, of all things,
on such a sizzling day!”
Then, strangely enough, he began to hear the
sermon. “There may be those all about us who
are suffering,” said the minister, “and while we
are critical and censorious they need our

love and

sympathy instead.” Roger started guiltily.
“And such little things help,” continued
minister— “a smile, a hearty hand-shake, a

the

kind

word.” The rest of the sermon was certainly
spiring, and somehow the weather was not

in-

so

hot.

“Good morning, sir,” said Roger,

“For equal rights and complete justice for

whole bear-

in all stations of

thought to myself, as he sat talking so earn-

hear*,

at

the close of the service, as the old man tak
to pick up his hat. “Have you got a
this

toothache

hot morning?”

“Tumble,”

replied the old

man, smiling in ap-

preciation of the younger man’s intuition. *1

much

night. It keeps me awake
three and four nights to a lick. Good sermon,

didn’t sleep

last

“Fine!” said Roger, warmly.
Such was the transforming power of sympathy
— Grace Willis, in Sunday School Advocate.
*

people who make things so. I pray to God every

of successfully manipulating them, that is largely

to

over his mouth, he whistled his breath

warn’t it!”

hands. We’re gettin’ very little of it!’ ”
Then she said thoughtfully, “It can’t be God, for
He wants everybody to have enough. It must be

to his good
father, a quiet professor of mathematics. I fancy
he may feel like the hen who sees her beloved duckling children taking joyfully to the water. But the
father’s tastes appear in the son, though they seek
a different channel. For it is the maneuvering with
the big guns, the finding of the range, the working
out with mathematical precision the whole problem

He

close!11

just

smell the money as it passes into your'

lettin’ us

self in the field artillery.

This is somewhat of an

the seat just in front. Pressing his hand

“Yes, I know,” she said; and added with a girlish

due partly
to his two years in a military academy, partly to
his

neighbors. His father tapped his foot nerv ^
ly; Fannie toyed with her gloves; a lady baclTf
him turned the pages of her hymn book; butth
crowning source of irritation was an old man '

!

the square shoulders, and the straight forward look
of the well set up military

h*

A Kitchen Angel.

«N0’

she doesn’t shine in the parlor

She

hasn’t

what you call

particularly

accomplishments,

leastwise not the fashionable kind called

‘arts.’ She

any such things; but
the kitchen she just shines. She knows howto

doesn’t paint, nor play, or do
in

take hold anywhere, and she does it without
fuss.

When

I’m rushed past endurance and

know which way

to turn to get through,

any

dont

then

to

have her step in and lend a hand at the commonest

all

men

life.

little

things, as if she loved to

on purpose for just such work,

“For the principles of conciliationand arbitration

do them, and
is

a

lift worth

came
hav-

ing. She never acts put-upon or abused, as if such
drudgery was beneath her, but comes right in,

and simply, that he was clean cut in every
way. /‘There are three considerations,” he said,
“that I have had in mind in deciding to enter the

machinery, occupationaldiseases, injuries and mor-

how she

army, if I can get a commission.

tality.

pleasant about her, as if she had something g<^

estly

“First,

it

in industrial dissensions.

all

“For the protection of the worker from dangerous

seems to me that every man has a right

“For the

to choose something that he feels fairly certain he

managing men, and
make people do things.

I could succeed in this. I like
think I have

some

ability to

Second, I think a man should choose something in

mark. And

hours of labor to the lowest practical point with

work for
which

^

“Third, I think every

man

should choose, if he

;

and for that degree of leisure for

the condition of the highest

human

and for the most equitable division of
products of industry that can ultimately be

.

She’s a

so

kitchen

what she is, and I wish there were
more of her— enough to go round a number oi
kitchens where the Marthas are so cumbered the)
don’t know what to
.
angel, that is

do.”

Isn’t this

to emulate?

a tribute to be envied and an exampk

— Young People.

de-

air

v

mind of Christ as the supreme law of society and
the sure remedy for all social evils.” — Jane Rogers,
in Montclair Herald.

on.

is something

the

“For the recognition of the Golden Rule, and the
.

there

The Secret of Health.
HON’T worry. Don’t hurry. “Too swift
rived as tardy as too slow?” “Let your mod
eration be known unto all men.” Court the fo?

“For the highest wage that each industry can af-

vised.

up ;

life.

“For a living wage in every industry.
ford,

body

Some-

all

“For a release from employment one day in seven.

I should like the discipline of the

army, especially since they have tightened up the
discipline everywhere, and the officers have more
study and responsibilityfor keeping up.

is

all

heartens a

to tell and loved to pass it

“For the gradual and reasonable reduction of the

which he will be happy, something in the line of
his inclinations. He will do better work. I like
the military life, and have liked it ever since I entered the academy. I liked having certain hard
tasks that I knew I must do, and a certain regime
that I knew I must live up to. Of course, I didn’t
always enjoy it. And yet, even when it was hard,
I liked getting the thing done and coming up to
the

of child labor.

“For such regulation of the conditions of labor
for women as shall safeguard the physical and
moral health of the community.
“For the suppression of the ‘sweating system.’

could do with some measure of success. I believe
I

abolition

smiling and hearty, and sets herself to work.

.

day and night. “Oh,

if

you knew what

was $

the air!” Sleep and rest abundantly. Spend

^

nervous energy each day than you make. Be cn#
ful. “A light heart lives long!” Think only

thoughts. “As he thinketh in his
he.” — Church in Georgia.
ful

heal

heart, so

•
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you want
tyrant

;

to

or not. That

little

Laurie is a regular

he must be read to or played with or

every single minute.

And he

watched

can’t play anything

but the very silliest plays. If it were not for his
taking long naps, I couldn’t stand it. I had a

Conducted by Cousin Beth

good time then
lister

I read the loveliest book

;

but I didn’t choose, I can

was hired to play with Laurie, and

1

A True Fairy Tale
Did you know of the house
Where ginger snaps grow?

Where

March out

row?

in a

having?

Where — isn’t it grand?

—

ning to think they had imagined they heard a voice

“Who

“The

youngsters can caper

And romp and

for me.”

a wand, a single white

Just up in the garret
Is real Fairyland?

Where

begin-

a beautiful fairy flew in the window. Her dress
was of pure white and on her head was a crown
of diamonds and pearls, while in her hand she held

tarts for us children

Where wishing is

down and listened. Just as they were

children

“ ‘Help,’

in afright.

that’s

you.

enough

Mrs. Hollister?” asked Lizzie.
“Why, she is Mrs. Prescott’s sister and has two
twins

;

On

is

bothering little girls, dressed exactly alike.”

the

morning of her

miles them, were going

they cried, but their voices sounded

halloo

away. The

tell

little

fifth day of

work Nannie

came to her friend with eager tongue.
The girls at the Mop*eman House, right next to

lily.

drew back

Mrs. Hol-

hinted that I might play with her two

girls if I chose ;

sat

!

gauzy

nutting, and had invited her to

go

mean Mrs. Prescott wouldn’t let her
wings folded against her
off for a single day, unless she could get some one
“Waving her wand as she spoke she said: ‘Chil- to take her place. Wouldn't Lizzie do it for her?
dren, for a punishment for always quarreling, you Then she could read that lovely book.
I’m sorry for you?
Why, it's grandma’s, you see!
will not be able to speak
“There is lots of time to read,” confessed Nan— In Mythland.
“ ‘You horrid thing,’ interrupted the children,
nie, “even when Laurie is awake. Sometimes his
jumping
up.
mother takes him into the parlor to see callers, or
The Doll That Talked
“The fairy smiled a little sadly, then continued, she has something to show him or tell him, and
unOROTHY ANN, are you sleepy ?’ asked ‘a word except “you horrid thing” for a month.’
at such times I whip out my book and read like
Dollikins.
“As the children looked up the fairy disappeared lightning.”
Dorothy Ann did not answer, but went on smiling
and at that moment the door opened and their
Oh, yes, Lizzie would go, and on the way to Mrs.
with her red wax lips.
mother entered.
Prescott’s she busied herself with calculating just
Dollikins gave her a little shake. “Dear me,” she
“ T thought I heard someone talking to you,
how much she should earn, provided Nannie paid
said, “I do wish you could talk! I am so tired havdears,’ she said, ‘who was it?’
her for the day’s work.
ing a doll that never answers, no matter how much
“As the children opened their lips to tell her the
It was certainly a busy day. By night she was
1 say to her. It is very stupid of you, Dorothy Ann.
story, the only words they could speak came out,
tired. Still, it had been a pleasant day. Laurie had
For they always do right
Whatever they do?
You don’t know the house?
Then, O, deary me,

fairy stood in front of them, her

shoulders.

-

along, and that

’

^

There, go to sleep.”

went to sleep herself. And she
began to dream. She thought Dorothy Ann sat up

Then

Dollikins

and opened her blue eyes wide.

“Mamma!”

she said.

“Oh, you can

talk!’’

“Mamma, my

pillow

thy

Ann
am

is

not at

my

said

all soft,”

in a complaining voice;

to take off

“I

cried Dollikins joyfully.

Doro-

“and you forgot

shoes.”

didn’t have anything but mashed po-

tatoes for

my

don’t like

mashed potatoes. Why
I like, mamma?”

things that

been as good as gold, and his mother had told her

“They were at once put to bed. Their mother
questioned them every day if they would be good

he had done less mischief, she believed, than
on any day since the mischievous part of his life

and get up, for a week, but always the answer was,

began. Part of

‘you horrid thing.’

really

“Finally their mother grew Tired of asking them,

dinner!” cried Dorothy

Ann.

“I

don’t I have

grew quite red. She remembered saying something very like this at luncheon

the time the

little

fellow had been

helpful. Lizzie had found his toy basket in

dire confusion,

and he and she had put

it in

perfect

order.

nothing to eat but bread and milk.

Dorothy.

Then the Hollister twins had been very interesting to Lizzie. They were such pretty, merry little
girls, and so bright. She had found a book which
they could understand, and read them a story, while

“Children, if you remember this story I hope you

Laurie was sleeping, and they were as quiet as mice.

that

when the month was up

they were glad to get up and never quarreled again.”

Aunt Ruth turned to Donald and
will

Dollikins’ cheeks

that

so for a whole month they stayed in bed and had

“You may be sure

sorry,” said Dollikins.

“And I

‘you horrid thing.’

But when Nannie inquired how she liked the
book she told her of, Lizzie confessed that there had

never quarrel again.”

And they

didn’t.

been no time even to look at

it.

While the two girls were both cuddled into Nan-

the day before.

The Tree God

“I’m not a bit sleepy!” wailed Dorothy Ann.
“Why do I have to go to bed at seven o’clock,
mamma ? Other little girls don’t. I wish
”

The wind that blows can
The tree God plants;

“Dorothy Ann,” said Dollikins, “will you please
not talk any more? It makes my head ache.” Then
it was very still.
When she woke up Dollikins took up Dorothy
Ann and looked at her. The red lips were smiling

But any wind that blows

It bloweth east,

-

The

it

tree

God

never

nie’s mother’s

kill

all its

chair, talking over the day,

Mrs.
it

over.

little rest,

plants

wants.

had

day in a long time,”
said Mrs. Prescott. “There is a great contrast between Nannie and her friend. Nannie waits until
Laurie gets into mischief and then goes and picks
him out ; but Lizzie keeps him so busy and happy
“I haven’t

is best.

Strikes deeper root, grows higher still,
Spreads wider boughs, for God’s good will

Meets

arm

Prescott and Mrs. Hollister were also talking

bloweth west;

tender leaves have

The

Plants

— Selected.

so restful a

that he forgets all about mischief.”

as ever, but tight shut.

On

Trial

“Good morning, Dorothy Ann,” said Dollikins;
“I am very glad that you do not know how to talk,

“Yes, and did you notice how nicely she put the

BY PANSY.

playroom in order? It hasn’t looked so pleasant

my dear, for then you might be a sore
mother.” — Exchange.

The Tale

of the

Two Naughty

trial to

your

1

the place!” called Nannie, triumph in

her voice. “She said she liked

my

looks, and

Children

ONALD

and Dorothy were always quarreling.
Their Aunt Ruth had done all she could, but

Norah left. Everything is in its place,
and neatly dusted. She is bright, too; she kept
both Laurie and the little girls at work helping
her, and made it into play for them. I like the

there since

would be just the one. I’m to be there
at eight, and stay until six ; and I am to have my
child very much. If it were she, instead of Nannie,
dinner and supper there, and be paid a dollar a
week, just for playing with that cunning little who was engaged for Laurie, I should feel like addLaurie. Won’t it be fun? He is just as sweet and ing fifty cents a week to her wages because she reads

believed I

BY KATHRYN COE (AGE TEN YEARS).

P\

“I’VE got

pretty as he can be; and he has ever so

many things

so nicely to

my

little

girls

when he

is

sleeping.”

myself. And only “Nannie is only engaged for a week, on trial,”
think — a dollar a week just for playing. By the said Mrs. Prescott, “and after seeing Lizzie Potter
One day their aunt called them to her room.
“Yesterday I read a story about two children who time vacation is over I shall have earned twelve I think I may safely say that Nannie doesn’t suit.
She does exactly what she is directed to, and never
dollars. Then, says I, 1 shall have my bicycle!* Bewere always quarreling,” she said, “and now I am
cause I have ten already, and mother will manage by chance anything else. I saw her walk around a
going to tell it to you.”
newspaper on the floor a dozen times without a
to get the other two somewhow* I know she will.”
So she told it as it is written here:
Lizzie Potter looked at her friend wistfully, and thought of picking it up. Such help as that never
THE TALE OF THE TWO NAUGHTY CHILDREN.
“Once upon a time there lived in a cottage in with a shade of annoyance as well as disappoint- amounts to much. Besides, the child has a book in
the woods two children and their mother. They ment in her brown eyes. She wondered why it was her hand every chance she can get.”
were very poor and when their mother gave them that Nannie seemed always to get just a little ahead Said Mrs. Hollister: “The trouble with Nannie
some candy or cake, which was a great treat, to of her. It was only yesterday that she had heard is -that she Js thinking of herself and of nobody
divide between them they would always quarrel and that Mrs. Prescott was looking for a little girl to else.”
in the end their mother would have to take it her- come and play with and watch over her three-year- At the end of the week Nannie was astonished
old Laurie, and would be willing to pay something and dismayed to be told that she need not come
“Well, one day when the children had been quar- in
any more, as she was not quite the sort of help
reling more than usual their mother called them-^ Lizzie had talked it over with her mother in the that was needed.;
to
evening. If she could make, in that way, a
But when she found that Lizzie Potter was en“ ‘Children/ she said, ‘sit in those two chairs until dollars towards buying the cow, how splendid it gaged in her place and was to be paid fifty cents
I come
would be ! But behold ! Nannie had heard of the a week more, she was angry.
“The children at once began to quarrel about, opportunity, and while Lizzie was doing her
“If I had known,” she said to Lizzie, “that you
which chair they should sit
ing work, had rushed off and secured the place. wpuld be mean enough to steal my place away I
“As they were quarreling they heard a voice say, By the next evening, Nannie was less^delighted shouldn’t have let you go there at all.”
‘Children,
with her chance. “It’s awful hard work,”
As for Mrs. Hollister’s “two twins,” they were
“They were greatly frightened and immediately complained to Lizzie, “to play all the time, whether delighted. — Junior Golden Rule.

still

they quarreled.

self.

her. •*
back.’ '
in.

beware.’

that I should like to play with

return.

’

few

mom-

she

The
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Let us escape the burden of this
l.ladly we gather to Thy house of prayer,
Gladly we would the nations to Thee call;
But — ask us not, Oh Lord, to feed them all.

OHURCH STREET, NEW YORK

irr^lKM WAS RAM AND CBAMBUS STUNTS.
By Tin Intbluonncbi Association.
Rny. JOHN IL FERRIS, D.D., Pus.
Riv. JOHN B. DRURY, D.D., Sic and Tuas.

M

Riv. JOHN
FERRIS, D.D.
R*v. N. H. VAN ARSDALE, D.D.
Riv. A. DE W. MASON.
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Give us

A YEAR IN

Give-

Cbc Reformed Church in Hmerka
at

The Hague

'

IT was

THE

*

*

Queen Mother in token of the esteem

singing by all as the conference was opened with “All

which she and the royal family of Holland

is held

In the “Story of a Cheyenne Chief,” by Mrs. Alfred R
Page, very vividly were the needs and struggles of
Indian brothers brought before us; and a great pity
all

These services will be continued through the second Sab-

numbers of the church-going element among the American
bath in September, and continue to attract increasing

People’s

Missionary movement was held July 24th to August
large,

by the how of orange. The

Baptists

'THE

*

harvest is past, the

many pastors are

summer

getting their plans ready for the

autumn and winter campaign. May 1 call their attention
to the new policy adopted by the General Synod for our
work in Asia?
For the first time in the history of our beloved Church
our highest

legislative

be-

broad vision of opportunity versus responsibilitywas

by Mrs. S. D. Daugherty on
“Builders of America,” and we realized as never before
how the last days are upon us, as in America’s wide-open
gates the Orient and Occident meet, and that here Christi-

supreme opportunity and test. We
almost with bated breath the outcome.
anity

is to

have

its

God

Shall Christian America be sufficient under

wait

for these

things? That remains for the individual Christians to
swer by

of Harlingen, N.

One

their interest in

J.

; a missionary on furlough, Miss Alice

Duryee; the corresponding

of the Board of
Domestic Missions. The others, delegates from Albany,
.

secretary

and

of the most helpful

day was

gifts to

Home

in

each home, and

ing a sweet benediction and blessing as

an-

Missions.

and uplifting features of

evening prayer, held

the

we were

each

bring-

gathered

close to the very heart of the Father by this fellowship in

prayer. The morning brought a regular routine of
each hour with

home on furlough, persons who have taught
mission study classes or those who should teach them.
Our little constituency was discriminatingly selected, for it
contained the secretary of our Young People’s Work, Mr.
Kinports; a pastor of one of our churches, Mr. Walters,

is nearly ended, and

thousands of these red brothers are sinking to death
cause no one has given them to eat.

he Episcopaliandelegation was slightly in
excess of ours, but the Reformed Church brought its representation up to the Apostolic number by annexing Miss
May, who, though a Congregationalist— is under appointment for Arabia. Miss May attended one of our denominationalmeetings and thereafter was among the wearers

missionaries

Question of Policy

yet

order followed the Methodists, Presbyterians and Congre-

work, pastors of churches, secretaries of mission boards,

A

we remembered that the Church of Christ for

presented in the address

Young

The prospectus of the Conference had listed among
those “who should attend” secretariesof Young People’s

Reformed Church.

filled

300 years has broken the bread of life in America, and

A

— Silver Bay — August 2nd.

of the orange.

mother country of our

hearts as

our

Z.

gaticnalists. 1

American and English visitors at the Capital.
A large number of tourists and others attended this service, and the occasion was fully appreciated by all.

visitors to the

the prayer that followed combined to hold all hearts in
eager anticipation of the message of the evening.

had the
largest delegation, a few more than a hundred. Then in

by the

hail

the power of Jesus’ name,” the reading of the Word, and

fair churches, prayers, and creeds that please.

seventh annual conference of the

attested

in

the

East. The great auditorium, flag draped, with Old Glory
presiding among the flags of the nations, the inspiring

and there were eleven whose Dutch Church allegiance was

gratulation was signed by those present at the service and

dele-

InterdenominationalHome Mission Conference for

2nd at Silver Bay, Lake George. The attendance was

the Dutch national anthem was played and a letter of con-

with a feeling of eager expectancy that the

gates representing the Women’s Home Missbn work of
nine denominationsgathered at Northfieldfor the second

if

24th

*

1

soft raiment, comfort, affluence, ease;

July

summer services at The Hague, in charge of Mr. G.
Russell Hageman, have been successfully maintained
since the first Sabbath in July. On August 2 a special
service was held in honor of the Queen Mothers birthday.
A suitable sermon was preached by the minister in charge,

and English-speaking

—

S. M.

T^HE

presented to the

CONFERENCE.

Speakest thou thus— thou for whom Christ hath died?
Wilt thou leave Him and His unsatisfied?
Kneel at His feet, His pardon to implore;
Rise, give thine all. Christ Jesus gives thee more.”

Intilugin cia.

.

BV EDITH H. ALLEN

the peoples die for lack of bread?
It is enough, Oh Lord, (hat we arc fed.

EnUrtd at ttcoud clast matttr at the Ntw York Post Ofiict.
Make all drafts and money orders payable to Tu Cibistian

The American Church

us

What

Northfield

THE WOMAN’S INTERDENOMINATIONAL HOME MISSION

MARGARET E. SANGSTER.

ADVANCE.
SINGLE COPIES SIX CENTS

TERMS,

19, 1908

,

A New Conference at

“Live them to eat.” Yea, we are generous, Lord;
Have offered much, obedient to Thy Word.
True, millions still with thirst and hunger faint,
But we would fain ignore their soul-complaint.

EDITORS.
Riv. JOHN B. DRURY. D.D.

Mss.

August

“Give them to eat.” Still, Lord, this ancient word?
Nay, we could wish its mandate were unheard.
Our churches, Lord, have such wide work to do;
Their loaves are scanty, and their fishes few.

ESTABLISHED 1819
is

Christian Intelligencer

its

own

classes,

interest and its practical suggev

tions for work.

was fitting, came an hour with the Word, and
Professor McConaughy led in a most helpful study of the
disciple John. “That disciple whom Jesus loved” became
First, as

very real

to us

anew with

the

during these days, and

we were

impressed

power of his presentation of the

the humanity and the mission of his Master, in

divinity,

whom was

"Life, and that Life was the light of men.”

The Mission Study

hour, led

by Mrs. S. Bennett, came

; and the large daily attendance at this

next

the popularity of the teacher

class attested

and the interest in the new

body has plainly declared its inten-

tion to take up its shlare of the unfinished task—the evangelization of the

world. The

spiritual

famine that threat-

ens the thirteen millions in Asia for which our Church,

and ours

be met by

only, is responsiblemust

distributionof the Bread of Life. It

is

the

a definite task. It

requires definite action on the part of each pastor and

Our mission work needs more men and more
money-enough of both to reach every last man in our
leader.
four

fields with

The

the Gospel.

policy indicated in the resolutions of

Synod con-

templates the increase of our missionaryforce from 105 to
292, practicallytrebling the number, in ten years, beside

making good the annual loss of from 5 to 10 per cent, by
death or withdrawal from failure of health and other
causes.
It contemplates, also, the gradual increase of

priations to the Missions

our appro-

from $225,000 in 1908 to over

$500,000 ten years hence.
.

The report of the Board wisely calls attention to the

V«:T

fact

SILVER BAY AND HOTEL

that this is not a special amount, for a special emergency,
to be raised by special effort, as, for example, the

of a

debt

payment

It is the deliberate attempt to lift the regular

income of the Boards for

their regular

Philadelphia, Warwick, Somerville and

work to that figure,

have been or (since Silver

New York

City,

Bay) are certain to be teachers

not to recede again but to form one step in a permanent

of mission study classes.

advance toward ever larger things. NOTHING

This Conference of the Young People’s Missionary
movement is in effect a summer school devoted to the
cause of missionary education. It has come into existence
because it is recognized that “knowledge is power” in the
work of the Kingdom. The normal idea is made prom-

CAN BE
PLAINER, IN THIS VIEW, THAN THAT THE ENDEAVOR TO ACCOMPUSH IT SHOULD NOT BE

LEFT TO DEPEND ON SPASMODIC EFFORT,
CHIEFLY AT THE CLOSE OF THE YEAR; THAT
THE CHURCHES SHOULD ADOPT SOME WELLCONSIDERED AND EFFECTIVE SYSTEM OF REG-

money for God’s work in Asia needs overhauling,
repair, adjustment or abandonment to the scrap-heap of
securing

poor methods.
The-

Forward Movement contemplates, not the increase

climbing— everything but golf.

There are even weak churches that quadrupled their gifts
last year for missions. Surely every church can try to
double its gifts m this great emergency— this spiritual

spiration.

?

“Give them to eat — Nay, Lord, it cannot be I
Let them go home o’er darkening Galilee;
We need our little loaves and fishes small.
These multitudes? We cannot feed them all

Knowing He

He

saith not “If

livetk: He, the

“Give them to eat.” He saith it still, to-day.
He has the power. f¥e hove— to obey.

Nor was there lack of

in-

the speakers at the evening platform

were Mr. Robert E. Speer, Dr. Arthur S. Lloyd,
Dr. H. Y. Underwood, Dr. Frank Mason North, Prof.
Amos R. Wells, Dr. Bruce Kinney; and there were
others whose presence was guarantee of inspiration.
We had two denominationalrallies in the course of the
ten days, which are remembered by all as among the most
delightful experiences of the

ye can/

Son of man.

Among

mounUin

meetings

famine.

“Give them to eat/*

will be teachers

days of the Conference— boating, bathing, tennis,

of gifts this year in your church, but their multiplication.

I

who

of others. Every delegate at Silver Bay is a member of
some mission study class, in which he not only receives
instructionbut learns how to impart his knowledge.
The above might seem to indicate that the Conference
was “all work and no play” and no inspiration. But play
there was in plenty, all of every afternoon being devoted
to recreation.And Silver Bay offers to the vacationist
more varieties of sport than can be exhausted in the ten

In three-fourths of our churches the present system of

Conference.

We

were a unit

in our appreciation of the value of the Conference and in

A

our desire that another year our Church should have a
larger representation.

Mission text book, “The Call of the Waters;

Study of the Frontier,” which was used for this

A

course.

In her lectures Mrs. Bennett gave a most inspiring resume

inent, viz., to give training to those

ULAR, INCREASED AND CONSTANTLY INCREASING GIVING, IF THE FORWARD MOVEMENT IS
EVER TO SUCCEED.

Home

J.

Brownlee Voorhees

of the book, in which the message American history has
for the Church was clearly brought out, as well as

a

strong presentation of the present-day problems, which the

Church must face

new frontier that is being established in all our great cities through the coming in of a
mutlitude of people out of every nation and tribe, who,
answering the

call

in the

of the waters, are daily finding their way

into this land of opportunity.. Mrs. Bennett stated that

in

the last year, through the operation of various causes,
chiefly

by the

financial depression here, there

marvellous flowing back of this

human

had been

flood,

and

a

that

600.000 immigrants had returned to their homes, scattered

over the Old World, from India and Egypt to RusThey have returned for a longer or shorter stay ; most
of them will probably come back, bringing friends with
all

sia.

them,

when

better times lure again to America, but the

great concern to us must be this:

Did this vast army of

600.000 carry to their own people the Christ of America,

and

if not,

why not?

Following the Mission Study hour

came one of

the

when the many varied aspects of
Home Mission problems were presented by those whose
message was strengthened by lives of service as missionaries. From them we heard of the ever present, far from
solved problem of Africa in America, and of the effort
that is being made to bring the uplift of Christian education and training to the millions of the black race. They
most

stirring of the day,

The

,9- 1008-

away; they are America’s problem. What

be sent

Jshe

the Christian orphanages.

Mormon peril was most effectuallypresented by
iirs Waid, and we realized anew the mighty grip this
i lsc religion lias politically and religiouslyupon a group
0f our great States, and also how through zealous miseries it is being insidiouslydisseminated among people
Sy over our land. It behooves both the Church and State
take earnest

throngs pressed in.

Island, while the

at Ellis

The

We

iiess/thc suffering, the

and of how quickly they respond
education, a deep sense of

nation,

saw the

how the Church,

new

in this

|hfjr lives

was Miss Woodbcrry’s account of
lumbermen. Our hearts thrilled

among the miners and

heroic, lives

shadow

,he

of the miners' wives,

“

always under

live

genu

felt that these

be Chamber of Peace” was as peculiarly fitting as the

I

subject for the closing message of the Conference, and

impending disaster, and of the one who,

<>f

though poor

who

shame was

a renewal of the call to service and discipleship.

sympathy as she told of the monotonous, though often

with

to the help of a Christian

The messages of Sunday sank deep with the thought that
if we are faithfully serving in the place where we find
ourselves God will speak to us, as to Peter, of the larger
work He has for each to do. To each one the day brought

land.

Of deepest interest
lifj

in life,

better acquainted.

them out with at least some Christian touch upon

and send

chance

and loyal Americans had so long suffered such neglect.
One of the enjoyable features of the Conference was the
Saturday afternoon reception at the Hotel Northficld,
where Mrs. George W. Coleman, the honored chairman of
the InterdenominationalCommittee, and her associates in
oflke received, and all had the opportunityof becoming

could minister to these strangers,

through its missionarici,

fine, sensi-

Cham-

very tenderly Dr. Gifford pleaded for this “Peace

and hardened with care, gladly took three or-

ber" in the heart of every Christian— Christ enshrined in
our heart of hearts, making possible joy and peace in the
»

spared. She told of the joy and brightness

had been

life

learnedto

the

won from

life

Missionary. She

brought also the deep need of those

and work take them to the hard, bare region

whose life

stump town in the lumber region of Montana,

a

constant sway. Truly the Good

and temptation hold

many a

yearns for

oars, that

Home Missions must gather safe into His

auxiliaries,young

to

As usual, the

people’s and children’s work and

panorama laid its spell

went from this mount cf privilege to our various homes,
to seek to pass on to others the uplift we had received
and to strive more earnestly that throughout all our land
the Christ might indeed be crowned “Lord of all.”

m the foreground,
narked a

upon one.

The

while winding its

shining course, and

bending sky,

of the

to

now

The Four Square Challenge

distant mountains

downy clouds and

Has
fact

we talked and

At the
the

rtolren, and

forlorn and

now

can read or write

in

deserted, with families of

little

little

v

SKIN CLEARED.
Change

in

much

Food.
most diseases are the

truth in the statement, even

removed by applying some remedy on the outfood a Kansas

girl

was relieved of an

which was a great annoyance to her. She writes
or five

!

I

was suffering with an eruption on
our doctor

hands, which

almost

% H

and which

8avc me temporary relief. One
read somewhere that eczema was caused

m€(^c*ne * 1°°^ only

'8cst*on-

Td

,0*

Then I read that

*n<^gest*on

many persons had

ha"

y pleased to

been

notice that

and was

my digestion was improv-

eruPtI°n was disappearing as if by magic.
at last found in this great food something that

“Wh

1 at t*le

my trouble^
a victim of this affliction I

^
N "

^

offering

remember my

and advise a trial of Grape-Nuts

medicines.”“There’s a Reason.”
pven by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich. Read
.d of

CL^Wcllvillcto

a

a remarkable

is

them for their kindness to old Bushwick, the mother of
churches, which in her better days gave largely of her
means to plant churches in other parts of Brooklyn and
Long Island, but is now too poor to carry on her own
work without assistance. Contributions toward the work
are still greatly needed and will be acknowledged in the
church paper.
Please address all comunications to the care of

City.

Christian Intelligencer,149 Church

street,

The

New York

Munro,

Rev. J. J.

Minister in Charge.

Contributions Received.
Rev. Lewis Francis, D.D ........ .................

$20.00

A Reformed Church Member, Brooklyn ..........
A Member of the Flatlands Reformed Church ____
A Lady in sorrow (no name) ....................

5.00

Will F. Williams ................................

2.00

5.00
2.00

Mrs. W. A. Woodruff ...........................
A. L. Force ............... .....................

1.

00

1.

00

Once a Near Neighbor (Bloomfield) .............

1.

00

.

Indiana Letter.
4<^JL) department of

\

the

work has shown so great advance

as the Teacher Training, and probably no Jess than

When

now engaged

in studying its prescribed courses.”

the International Association so reports, and

when

denomination numer-

our State has 5>ooo such students, and Indianapolis recently

work in four

graduated one class of 200, and in this city there have been

to date

interest? In India, China,

we stand face

to face before the four

is

decidedly typi-

onward march of the awakening Orient. Nor

in

tin 016 above ktter? A new one appears from
e* They are genuine, true, and full of human

we

fields

in

conjunctionwith other denominations.

A

study of the last report of the board will bring out

each Of these points into a paragraph. Well

“The

with the psalmist

lines

have

done

in a

corner.” It

one of the

is

no

Christian

dreams of holding any class of men — ministers, missionaries, professors
"in

and champions or promoters of the faith—

supreme honor” unquestionably

all

may and should be

equally esteemed, and the brethren, -who inaugurated and

fallen

we may

unto us in

sing

pleas-

we meet
the challenge of these Opportunities in the year 1908? Is
ant places and ours is a goodly heritage.”Shall

not the evangelization of these four

fields

our enthusiasm and

a task

large

now zealously advance Teacher Training, deserve as high
regard as any workers in the great field. Our country’s
religious education is in such an alarming condition as
to warrant a mighty and prolonged emphasis upon this
effort to elevate the

order to

lift

up the

rising generation to higher levels.

each

member of the Reformed Church adopts the mission policy

nation from “vice in the city and paganism in the country.”

outlined by our General Synod, which contemplatescarry-

The new feature of Adult Bible Gasses also commands

to call for the full

sacrificialobedience? If

There

standard of teachers’ qualificationsin

no greater work on earth to-day than this and
other self-sacrificing labors for the salvation of our own

to enlist all

is

ing the Gospel to everyone of the thirteen millions for

attention,

whom we

Churches in which that element is conspicuouslylacking,

are responsible in these

fields,

the unfinished task

become the completed achievement. Then and not till
then will our denomination be able to repeat after her
Lord and Master, “We have glorified Thee on earth; we
have finished the work which Thou gavest us to do.”
But if we do not stand four square before these opportunities and fail in our divinely appointed trust, will not
our privilege become our peril and the favor which God
will

has bestowed upon us turned in our condemnation?

This year of

all

years

in the history of

our Board

Movement. The
Amoy is" unprecedented. The

will

and bids

fair to achieve substantialresults for the

and especiallyso because it seeks the
intelligent,broad

men.

If

we take an

view of the entire work of the Kingdom,

and move beyond narrower

circles so as to get into

touch

with specialists, experts, zealots, leaders in the various de-

partments of this comprehensive cause, the conviction

is

born that all merit equal love and admiration,and are

Lord. Where is the servant, at
home or abroad, that ranks higher than the sister of
equally approved by their

seventy-two years old,

whom

I

met

recently, that at seventy

decide the issue of the Forward

educa-

graduated in the two years’ training course, then and since

tional opportunity in

oppor-

taught two training

tunities for reaching the villages in India are greater

than

The problem of our missions in Japan

calls

ever before.

for the very d>est *if

on

tjie

men and of prayer. And our

attack

cradle and strongholdof Islam should not fail for

lack of reinforcements. The expansion of the

by eating Grape-Nuts.

^•ded to try it. I liked the taste of the food
r

'

my

unbearable.

btypened to

•

called eczema,

:

me a great deal of inconvenience. The suffering

u$c

^

months

and up

measure of intercession and

many unsightly eruptions, which many sup-

J hanging her

I

again thank the givers and pray that God will richly reward

80,000 are

without significancethat in each of those

enough

indigestion.

can be

has

it yet

hold strikingly strategical points by the laws of comity

any

She spoke of the many
children gathered from their

• -

is it

every

of saddest sin.

often sick

cause of

e

numbers

as weak as ours which has mission

cal in the

full of cor-

having no craft or training or education, they

s undoubtedly

There

but so

and ignorance,where out of

been said by a physician that

rfjult of

this needy field.

best movements in the Church, and while

By Simple
has

little

philosophy, and four fields each of which

.

It

generosity in offering to help a

surely, this thing is not

women, so many of whom, espoused to

ed into lives

made through The Christian
Intelligencer in aid of the old Bushwick church,
which is now practicallya mission field, and greatly in
need of generous gifts before any substantial results can
be seen to any great advantage, I am very thankful for the
small gifts already received, most of them coming from
anonymous contributors;but to those that gave me their
names I have written personal letters of thanks for their
response to the appeals

great missionary problems, four systems of non-christian

soldiers, are

fyatush

IN

of our land that are whitening to the

where the curse of a Middle Age Catholicism
heavily and blightingly. She showed the hope-

jk* of the

Church.

fortunate your denomina-

that there is scarcely a single

fields of diverse

His very nearness.

felt

only fifteen of its people

so

rats

Old Bushwick

Contributions Received in Aid of

greatest non-chri^tian religious systems, and therefore four

ruption, superstition
hundred

Field Secutasy.

25 Ea«t Twenty-secondstreet, New York.

we were shown some of

we

Rico, so beautiful for situation,

Porto

“How

ever occurred to you that this

Japan and Arabia

Mrs. Woodruff brought us a graphic picture of

harvest

it.

and arc several such classes, and when throughout the
Union this movement has for a few years become strong
and fruitful, of great good to the Sunday schools— then,

evening meetings again

arission fields

it

and

ically

-our hearts burned within us, as did
the disciples of old, for there He met us and

with us, and

are prepared to give

Our Opportunities

and of such unprecedentedopportunity.”

sug together ; and

talked

home who

challenge to his people there are missionaries at

successful mission work in four fields that are so typical

and rose.
Mri the vesper hour came the gathering at Round

those of

of

tion is that although it is small in

beyond and above the beauty

where in “God's beautiful out-of-doors"

any pastor desires help to present the four square

American Board recently made

the

the remark to me,

uoiisea of gold

Top,

MISSIONARY of

>V

way the silvery riv*r

flecked with

if

drives,

the charming valley of the Connecticut

purple outline,

wc sang again, with
power of Jesus’ name!” We

on piazzas, where always the beautiful

resting

the quiet

of organization

closed this last meeting

jubilant voice, “All hail the

liter-

afternoons at Northficld were given

most enjoyable were the walks, the

recreation;and

in

As we

To many this hour was one of great practical value.

ature.

or

fold.

work in the various boards, as

on the methods of

talked

service.

of the morning brought an open con-

The closing hour

But

recovery of lost impulse, the desire to go forth to renewed

stray flock in this land of

Shepherd

ference

here

w

we

all the

and of methods, was this thought of the dependence of
Christ’s workers upon Him for power to do His work;
the indwelling Christ, the secret of all success and all
power. Again through the words of Dr. Gifford we were
to come close to the Master, to feel His touch and to
know that through Him there could come to us all the

Home

of a gambler and drunkard by a

of life. Flowing deep through

stress

Conference meetings, even as

man

Lord’s work, through the efforts of a

earningsfor the

*in

midst of the

made up of 240 breaker boys, who bad
keep the Sabbath and to give a tenth of their

Sunday school

of a

of

was so thankful her man’s

bring up because she

phans to

he campaign for the Forward Movement has begun.
We realize that there are no leaders equal to those who sit
in the saddle and know the horse which they are riding.
I

ine

hitter disappointment when “sent

1^" was the verdict. We saw, too,

of these

told

tive but neglected people, of their lack of all

multitude, the hopes, the fears, the sick-

eafler,anxious

appeal of the Southern mountaineers was brought

by Professor Derthick, and as he

heed to this problem.

Troeck we stood at the gate of the

With Miss
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dark huts of homes into the sweetness and brightness of

do with them?

The

to

Christian Intelligencer

work

in

classes,

more ably

own church school, next conducted the teaching of a mission school on Sunday afternoon, and for the full measure
of hply love

and zeal led

ttye

weekly grayer meeting statedly

in said mission, “where,” she said, “they so

She

is, indeed,

each of our fields is awaiting the expansion of our hearts

most seats in the synagogue” are
let all arise

.

home.

Is your missionary policy this year

to,

be four square?

much need me”?

of the excellent of the earth. If “upper-

and

liberality here at

instructed in her

still to

be assigned, then

while she takes the chief of these. Hosts of

these obscure, modest, unheralded, unphotographed,unsung

Are you planning to preach a sermon in your church on

saints will probably surprise the so-called celebrities gath-

each of these four fields to your people so that they (and

ered one by one in heaven by their superior shining there.

you) may be up to

date,

up

to the mark, not

back numbers in the sight of

God?

castaways and

Will your public peti-

work
and intercede for the souls of those thirteen millions for whom God has made us respohsible? Will you
take up at least a four square offering and give everyone

The Second (newly organized) Church of Randolph,
Wis., has given a call to the Rev. H. Tanis, and the

Church

tion in the pulpit plead four square the needs of the

of Fremont, Mich., to the Rev. J.

in Asia

The Rev. S. F. Riepma has accepted the call to Oklahoma City. The Church of Summit, 111., has called the
Rev. A. Vander Werf.
The Rev. John H. Van den Hoek, for several years the
prosperous pastor of the Northwest Reformed Church,

of our mission
your liberality?

fields

at

least

a taste of the greatness of

Van Zomeren.

The
then in

and ever most lovingly remembered

its best days,

Mont., and pastor of a Holland charge near Manhattan,
now, with his wife, spend some months

and

will

in extensive travel,

15.

South Bend, Aug.

the one hand, the love of God on the other.”—
M
Life of Gladstone; Vol. I., pp. 637, 638.

is

where the scholars sit.
You want to help somebody. Then learn to
he sits. The

possibly including a lengthy visit in the Netherlands.

Auf»ust 19, 1908

more successful than another.
They may have the same equipment, and often have. But
the first has learned to become in spirit a little child, to sit

one teacher in the school

there; later resident in the Gallatin Valley, near Bozeman,

Mont., has rented his ranch for a term of years,

Christian Intelligencer

New York

his money. —

!*• Moekdyke.

The General Outlook.
sit

where

The

good Samaritan gave was

last thing that the

or ley j

International Historical Congress, which convene!

in Berlin on August 6, has attracted to

Herald.

ists

from

all

parts of the world.

its sessions scient

The opening

address was

delivered by Dr. David Jayne Hill, the American Ambassa-

Something Better Than Money
BY GEORGE
/ sat

WOU

1

THOMAS DOWLING, D.D.

where they

do not want your

sat.

life to be a

influence; very

little

™

15.

cipher. You want

to

all

; very

little

of anything.

But you have more than you think. You have the possibility of the

most valuable equipment that any man ever

Babylon. In his Ori-

manner of expressingit, he had “eaten” the roll on
which that message was written. Still God held him back.
There was one more thing which was absolutely necessary.

ental

to put himself in their place. Then, but not

What

till

I

It is

more sympathy. It

is

they control. It

of the employee to

is

as well as he; that he has his

sirable in the

trying,

amid many perplexitiesof

Why

is it that

another will

him credit for

his

is

it is

and

at least

be so

place.

No man

with a heart in

ters

his

their

SELF DELUSION,
Many People Deceived by Coffee.
like to defend our indulgencies and habits even

busily in it to

ideal,

their actual harmfulness.

good for him

the same with coffee. Thousands of people suffer

it

were built or

mental or

bodily — it

mat-

ism. The “Pious Association” was founded
sidize the

public meetings.

Roman

liked

was coffee that ailed me, but I
it and would not admit it was the cause of my trouble,

so I stuck to coffee and the headaches stuck to me.

and brought
right (directions on

“Finally, the folks stopped buying coffee

home some Postum. They made

it

me to see what differenceit would make
with my head, and during that first week on Postum my
old afflictiondid not bother me once. From that day to thU’
we have used nothing but Postum in place of coffee — head•aches are a thing of the past, and the whole family is in
package), and told

fine health.”

“Postum looks good, smells good, tastes good, is good,
and does good to the whole body.” “There’s a Reason.”
Name given by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich. Read
“The Road to Wellville,”in packages.
Ever read the above letter? A new one appears from
tjm» to time. They are genuine, true, and full of human
interest.

of thou-

journals of
holding of

The

society already has 320 local

groupi

Catholic scholarship itself is not free from tk

The chair of canon law at Innsbruck, recentlyMd
by Professor Wahrmund, has been declared vacant, anhfc
incumbent transferred to Prague, where he can be mott
closely watched ; but

him in the Tyrol

it

has proved impracticableto

capital,

replace

as all available candidates are

suspected of modernism, or what is worse—

Protestantism.

—Christian Work.

The

“Nor

impotency and incompetency any argument

is

theme as the divers

on

,

saw a man drowning I should hold
out my hand to help him, although I were uncertain
whether my strength would prove sufficient to extricate
him or not. How much more strongly, then, is the duty
incumbent when there are thousands on thousands perishing in sin and ignorance on every side, and where the stake

from a

like

God, but

the remedy which
its

its

spear

span, longer or shorter, but

doom of spirits made for God,
now alienated and apostate? And

God has provided for

this portentous

and elaborate contrivances

is not, like Goliath’s,

the weaver’s beam,

weapons are a few pure and simple elements of

being wielded by a
through God,

“What

I

stripling’s hand,

to the pulling

have said

is

and

yet

-more, ‘mighty,

my

heart,

and

put forward without the smallest reservation of any kind

and I have said
and having,
even
will

if

it thus,

too, the

because in duty bound to do

comfort of the

pardon it.

sistence on the atoning power of Christ’s death

and

as the cen-

element of the Christian faith. On the
othep hand, from the viewpoint of American Congregation-

tral

essential

the tendencies of the councils were

alists,

quite

radical

There was a great deal of praise of modern criticism 0
F. Horton,

who applauded Professor Vernon of Yale— the man whose
speech at the late American National Council caused
of schism in the Congregationalfellowship. Or. Horton

in

sisted that the total effect of criticism was to

en

strengt

and not to diminish the power of the Bible over mens
There was a great deal said on social
some of the speakers from England advocating s°o
outright. The American speakers were more reserved,
lives.

combatted not the existing social order but
spirit

.

the unchns

by which men work for

A

selfish ends throug
whole day was given to missionary^

dresses. In the discussion of temperance Dr.
Brown, of Oakland, Cal., offended the entertaining

w

greatly by saying that from his observation Edinburg

seems

me) awful consideration which I have last put forward
may have been misstated and misapprehended. Would God
it may be so ! Happy should I be to find either by reason
to

or revelation that the principlesof this world were other
than I have estimated them to be, and consequently that

may be under darkness and
delusion, having consulted with none in this matter; but
till it is shown that I am so, I am bound by all the most
sacred ties— ties not created in this world n6i' to be dissolved with it, but eternal and changeless as our spirits
and He who made them, to regulate my actions with reference to these all-important truths— the apostasy of man on

their (ate would be likewise. I

It

it;

affection

It is possible, indeed, that the (as it

interests

;

fullest persuasion that

your judgment should disallow it, your

it

of modern Christianity.
is therefore impossible to designate any particularnote
unifying the whole. From an English viewpoint the assemblage was very conservative. Rev. Reginald Campbell and
his “new theology” friends had no representationwhatever
in the program and apparently none in the membership of
the council. The dominating English figure was Principal
Forsyth, who has recently been conspicuous tor his in-

social order.

down of strongholds.’

from the bottom of

Edin-

characterization, since

the Bible, especiallyin the address of Dr. K.

or subtraction of a few short years

which can be but a

life,

at

consisted only of a long series of addresses quite varied in

the other side. If I

is not the addition

recent "Cosmo-Congregational Council”

burgh seems to defy any brief

tion of the world, to attain their object, but yet capable of

folks thought it

and has collected hundreds

taint.

was a regular

“My

press,”

the empire, for the distribution of tracts and the

truth, ill-calculated,like the arms of David, in the estima-

had a blinding headache nearly every afternoon.

“good

to sub-

revelation,

“While yet a child I commenced using coffee, and conevery morning, and in consequence

a num-

in 1906

sands of marks for the use of the ultramontane

spectacle to the standard

the tidings of this universal and incomprehensiblelove?'

but all

it

and

ber of societies have been organized to oppose Protestant-

self-will

now seems to call to us with the voice of
God from heaven, and say, ‘I have given Mine owq Son
for this rebelliousand apostate world, the sacrifice is offered and accepted, but you— you who are basking in the
sunbeams of Christianity, you who are blessed beyond
measure— and, oh, how beyond dessert in parents, in
friends, in every circumstance and adjunct that can
sweeten your pilgrimage !— why will you not bear to fellowcreatures sitting in darkness and in the shadow of death

of men ;

coffee.

movement,

that which even

suade themselves the cause

is not coffee— because they like

the

in process of construction, twenty-four new

ally offering active resistance to this

desires,

and then divert my
book of

in Austria,

were founded, and regular services institutedin
two hundred places. The Roman Catholic Church is natur-

can be no claim so solemn and imperative as

desire, there

evil is not like the ponderous

drank

its noblest

parishes

doms of our Lord and of his Christ,’ and that till they are
become such, till the frail race of Adam is restored to the
knowledge and the likeness of his Maker, till universally
and throughout the wide world the will of God is become
our delight, and its accomplishment our first and last

headache and nervousness year after year, but try to per-

coffee fiend. I

to realize

attainment will ever be the object of my own

Protestants avowed themselves such. Sixty-seven churches

who contemplates

could, that the vineyard still wants laborers, that ‘the king-

and once

?

writes a Wisconsin man, “until I

direct means

avowed number being larger by 42,000 than it was eight
years ago. In the first eight months of 1907 1,950 new

my beloved father, the conviction flashes on my soul
with a moral force I cannot resist, and would not if I

he wants the whisky or beer

it,”

its

Protentantismis rapidly gaining ground

then,

the doom, the irrevocable

tinued

and

the na-

constant endeavors.”

and fro, without an object

moment from that

on a cold morning, or beer on a hot summer’s day— when
It’s

this world,

fixed and the picture delineated in the

And this same “secret” of influence runs all through life.
Whether our pulpit is in the church or the workshop, the
school house or the home, we can never really help others
until, by the power of just such sympathy as the Master
Himself felt, we have put ourselves in their place. Thus

is

may be enabled

by which humanity

this.

or so nobly employed as in the perform-

which— or beyond ministeringto the

little

eyes for a

sit.

can convince himself that whisky

international

am to persuade myself

principleadopted in the world at large,

and feel it, “Here is a company of struggling men
and women, each one the centre of a history; each one
in some undefinable way longing to be better than he is;
each one stifling his own sob and fighting his own battle.
And each one of these trouble-tossed men and women is
silently pleading for some word of courage and hope.”
That is the “secret,” if there is any secret. He sits where

A man

no higher aims than the promotion of

tions of the world. It is the surest and most

and self-love?When I look to the standard of habit and

him can be formal or cold

though we may be convinced of

I

under whatever modification they may appear, of

time,

We

we had not

not

set before them-

good understandingand cordial friendship among

which God lends

beneficial, desirable— de-

how

beyond the finding of food, be

or unimpressive when he can say to himself at such a

they

selves

sublime duty.

this

move so

that

congregationon Sunday morning “he has compassion on
the multitude,” as Jesus had; he puts himself in

been without fruit. Rulers of States can

that there are other

all

efforts

in the cause of internationalpeace and good-will have

the pursuits,desires, designs and principles of the beings

seldom

he looks out over

is

and highest degree, if

over the moral wilderness of

we use the nebulous term “personality,”and that does
not answer. For who can tell us what personality is?
The “secrets” are mutliplex, and many of them escape
analysis. But among them all, in the successful preacher

When

cere gratification than from the knowledge that my

its

And that this field is not yet
filled, how can anyone doubt who casts his eyes abroad

less

shall always find this:

end or of

this field continues, and as long as it con-

profitably

ance of

easy to answer, because there is no “secret” of success, un-

we

office,

that any powers, be they the meanest or the greatest, can

own, to do his best

a question which

its

tinues unfilled, I do pot see

one preacher will reach a multitude and

not? That

At the seventeenth Universal Peace Conference, organized by the Society of Friends in London, King Edward
said: “There is nothing from which I derive a more sin-

; none which can compete

and improvement of

first

But as long as

employer has his cares

thus, just as often as he can, to give

it

to us, which are wide, dignified,

power to enter

sleepless nights, too,

compare with

fields for the use

a greater willingness on the part

realize that his

to

Building at Harvard.

:

lamentably defaced. True, indeed, it

into real appreciation of the trials and anxieties of those

whom

know none

re-

Busch is to give $50,000 toward the Germanic Museum

means— the end, the
glory of God, and the means, the restorationof man to that
image of his Maker which is now throughout the world so

a greater willing-

ness on the part of those in position and

is the letter in part

all periodj

history and

search. Dr. Reinhold Koser has been elected president of
the Congress. It was announced by Dr. Hill that Adolphus

in the providence

enter the ministry

with the grandeur of

having larger wages than they have ever had in the history

mankind.

Although

final settlement.

“First, then, with reference to the dignity of this

world to-day? It is not simply more wages. Men are
of

He desired if possible to bring that question to an

God he did not

This

was prepared for his work.
is the greatest underlying need in the commercial

then, he

discussed at the Congress by experts comprise

and departments of ancient and modern

of the Word, the
thoughts contained in his letter are such as may well occupy the attention of any young man who sincerely desires
to serve God in that sphere where he can be most useful.
of

absorbed the message that he was to deliver to those poor

He had

dor to Germany, who dealt with the important question
“The Ethical Function of the Historian.” The subjc^

Gospel Ministry.

Gladstone was a student at Oxford he wrote a

immediate and

had. Here was Ezekiel. He was a youth just starting in
the noblest of all callings, that of a preacher. Yet God
held him back until he had cultivated what you may cultivate. He had made all intellectual preparation. He had
captives down there by the waters of

of the

remarkable letter to his father about his future pro-

fession.

know how. Y'ou have

money to give, perhaps none at

little

W/HILE

— Esekiel, Hi.,

help some one, and you do not

very

Gladstone on the Claims

more drunken than wicked San Francisco. He was
to account for the statement but would not retract.
•Sill reportsHt appears clear that the one feature 0 t c
sions which left the deepest impression on

all

the “council sermon” delivered by Dr. George
a native of Scotland, but
pastor of the

now

identified with

of

^

A"1

^

^

New Old South Church of Boston.

spiritual liberty— absolute reliance on the

m

Hie truth. He said: “Our gospel

„

^

is an orgamsni

every part and cannot die.

T here

is

that our faith cannot assimilate except atheism
humanity, the denial of the Infinite Soul and the
the soul of man.” — The Interior.

.e0f

pr

Christ that the Spirit of Truth shall guide believers

It is vital in

.

A.

course was a fervent plea for fearless confidence
ciple

^
^

^

Ajol

August

The

1908.

19,

Marriages.
SnAW— Ro»**TIOK.— At 31 Maple St., Kearny,
N T.. Aug. 15. *9<>8. by the Rev. Peter K. Hageman of Newark, John Shaw, of Jersey City, to
Mitt Annie Eas*m Robcrtaon, of New York City,
both parties recently from Scotland.
Swiss — Robiitsok.— At 56 Park Place, Newark,
J., Aug. la. 1908, by the Rev. Peter K. Hageman. Joshua Swiss, of Kearney, N. J., to Miss
Elizabeth Robertson, of Newark, N. J.

N

At

WlBia— -Nrrr**.—
the North Reformed
Church. Newark. N. J., Aug. 15. 1908, by the
Krv Peter K. Hagcman. Charles Henry Weber,
of New York City, and Miss Josephine Marie
Nettcr, of Orange, N. J.

Week.

of the

of people, and for a long time stood on

the governments of Great Britain and the

the dray shaking hands.

United States unite in regarding the exchange of notes on the subject as constituting an agreement for the season of

by the revival meetings now being con-

1908.

stirred the city

Successful experiments in wireless telephony between Paris and Finisterre,a distance of 310 miles reported.
Dr. Vogel, surgeon in the Marine Hos-

would be formed

fleet

the big fleet

on

go out and escort

to

that Venezuelans were

suppressing news of the plague, and that

was announced that a new Atlantic

It

said before leaving San

New York

Juan for

DOMESTIC.

its return

from its

trip

543

ing the Newfoundland flsheries, says that

pital Service,

News

Ghristian Intelligencer

no

organized effort was being made to stamp
out the disease.
Six men were

killed

and eighteen injured

was brought about

Teaney’s conversion

“The Chew-Chew Man.”
You

He*!! Get

if

You Don't Watch Out— "

Something About the Famous Apostle
of Mastication Who Is Making a

ducted at the Christian Church, which has
and added 127 conversions

Visit to America.

in three weeks. • Yielding to his convic-

A few

Mr. Teaney’s conversion may be traced
to the efforts of his wife and daughter.
A few evenings ago the twelve-year-old

American began a very serious study of the
subject of nutrition. He made up his mind
that much of the food that passed into the
average human stomach was not digested,

daughter joined the church at the

and, therefore, did not nourish the body.

tion, Teaney determined to destroy what

had on hand.

liquor he

revival

years ago a certain learned

Teaney’s great love for his daughter im-

was his firm conviction that
the effort of the body to get rid of this
undigestedmaterial was the cause of many

him to yield to her wishes. He wit-

ailments, particularly Bright’s Disease and

meeting. She pleaded with her father to

come to church and see her baptized. Mr.
pelled

Moreover,

it

He

around the world next February.

by an explosion of a shell in the breech of

nessed the baptism of his daughter and

other diseases of the kidneys and liver.

The Public Service Commission ordered
the receivers of the Metropolitanand the
officers of the Belt line to come to an

a gun on board the French

also saw his wife received into the church.

entered upon a series of experiments, and

The sermon deeply impressed him and he

soon came to the conclusion that the

decided to quit the saloon business for-

agreement regarding transfers within ten

ized a final payment of 1 per cent, to cred-

days.

itors

son most food did not properly nourish
the body was because it was not chewed
enough. Not being chewed enough, it was
not thoroughly mixed with saliva, which
is an alkaline fluid and which must be
mixed with the food before it reaches the
acid juices of the stomach in order to
make digestion perfect and complete.

was learned that there would be a con-

It

week between the officials of
the Central Park, North & East River Railroad Company and the Metropolitansysference next

tem’s receivers in regard to re-establish-

ment of through routes and joint rates of
fares

between the lines of the two

sys-

The

ciety that the relations between the

and Japan would always be

States

United

tion

clined to serve as chairman of a commission appointed by President Roosevelt to
investigate

preliminary
It

& Hol-

Company, of Wilmington, Del.,
that a combination with the Bethlehem
Steel Company had been effected to erect
in Wilmington the largest steel car plant
lingsworth

in the country.

A messenger’spouch
ment pay checks for

which was

$1,742.47,

was recovered, with

stolen in Washington,
the

containing govern-

checks missing, and some,

if

not

all,

of

them were cashed.
It

was said in Boston that the

militia

might be called out to cope with the unprecedented

wave of crime in the eastern

part of Massachusetts.

dist

out of the

my
a

I could be

was

business

Christian.”

—

St. Louis Christian Advocate.

two New York

the

Religion in Trifles.

legatees.

he balloon owned by Captain Lovelace,

of the

New York Aero

London,

killing

Club, exploded in

two persons and injuring

six.

The Wright aeroplane made the
and most successful flight of
France, remaining in the

longest

its series in

air three

minutes

and forty^four seconds.

A

decisive victory of Sultan Abd-el-Aziz

Morocco over the troops of the usurper,

Mulai Hafig, was announced by a wireless

“An eight-foot length of gas-tubing,
madam? That will be ten cents extra,
the clerk, hanging up the
shorter piece the young woman had just
returned and taking down another. While
he was wrapping up the new package she
turned to her companion and said, “How
much did I return? It was five feet,
wasn't it? Or was it six feet? If it were,
I owe fifteen cents instead of ten,” taking
please,” said

out her purse again.

“Why do you

dispatch to Tangier.

Easy to Save the Drowning
Life saving is not nearly so dangerous

bother?”

was the

reply.

“That is his lookout, not yours.”
“Oh, but it is mine,” was the rejoinder.
“I’m going to see how long it is. I’m not
positive, but my impression is that it is
feet.” She hunted

as it is generally supposed to be,” said
James Donelly, who for ten years has been
life saver at Manhattan Beach, and who is
credited with numberless brave acts, of
which he maintains a modest ignorance

five

when questioned about

“Now what made her do that?” he
to a cash girl who had witnessed the

them.

“I regret to say that were

professional life savers

it

not for the

many

persons

would be drowned almost within

till

she found the

which proved to be just

boats followed the warships out to sea.

he officers of the American fleet at
Auckland entertainedtwo thousand New
Zealanders on board the Louisiana; the
Mayor of Auckland warmly congratulated
the American Consul General on the ex1

behavior of the

sailors.

§ir Charles Hardinge, Permanent Under Secretary to the British Foreign Office,

and Baron von Aehrenthal, the Austrian
Foreign Minister, met at Ischl, and agreed
that Turkey must not be hampered in the
attempt to carry out reforms. The new
government programme of Turkey declares that all laws not compatible with
the new regime will be amended, and the
arniy. navy and all government departments will

be

redolent of mutual welfare in the true
sense.”

No wonder this Apostle of Mastication
was charmed with “the Home of Shredded
Wheat.” Shredded Wheat is the original
“chew-chew” food. Shredded Wheat encourages “Fletcherism”— and hence promotes digestion and good health. You simply HAVE to chew Shredded Wheat — especially if you heat the Biscuit in the oven

dent. “She needn’t have done
would have known.”

said

body-buildingelements in the whole wheat

inci-

grain prepared in the most digestibleform

nobody

it;

—

a food

that

has in it the material for

“God would have known,” the girl re-

one of whom could save them. I have

plied softly, her cheeks flushing faintly in

making brain, bone and muscle. It is
through chewing that children develop
sound and perfectly-formedteeth. The

the effort required to speak the words.

Biscuit is delicious not only for breakfast,

often seen a

man

and calling for

arm’s

in trouble in the water

help,

“God would have known I” All day the

surrounded by a ring

all afraid

to go to his rescue

order,

shore.
little a

Y

ou would be surprised to see

how

full-grown man will weigh when

in the water.

One can

sentence repeated

itself

to the lad as he

of different instances of

300-pounder with t)ne hand, unless he

is

threshing ^bouC— Harriet Quimby, in

Six hundred

dollars

worth of whiskey, wines and other intoxicating beverages were poured into the
sewrer at the intersection of State and
Ryder streets at 9:30 o’clock this morning
in the presence of a large crowd of spectators, as a result of the conversion of
J. E. Teaney, owner of “The Chief,” one
of the saloons in this city. The barrels
and bottles >yere opened from a dray, and

the former saloonkeeper conducted the
smashing. Many of the ministers of the
city took a stand on the dray, and after
all the liquor

had not

left

him.

had been destroyed the large

crowd joined in singing “America.”
Evangelist E, E. Violette

in his life.

The young girl had no idea of the farreaching consequences of her words. She

life,

affected

to a greater qr less extent for the

made a

ring address, denouncing the liquor

stir-

traffic

with hot milk or cream, but for any meal
for any time of day when combined with
fresh or stewed fruits

and cream.

it still

haunted him. It marked the turning point

better

and he

it,

for he

thought she must surely have got

it dis-

first

refused to accept

honestly; but lest

he might create

fusion he did take

it,

and

called

con-

her aside

at the close of the service to ask her where

she got such a fortune as

that.

She explained to him very simply

that

in order to give to Christ an offering that

own

Africa saved out of the most horrible sav-

had gone to
a neighboring planter and bound herself
out to him as a slave for the rest of her
life, and had brought the whole financial
equivalent of her life of pledged service
and laid it down in a single gift at the feet

agery, came into

of her

lives of all

with

whom he came

in contact.

This Girl Sold Herself For Christ

Christmas Day to

the'

the west coast

oi

House of God on

offer a gift

on the Lord’s

birthday— for they observe Christmas

there not

by

other, but

by bringing their best

giving their best to each
gift

satisfiedher

Lord

heart, she

!

—

London

Missionary

Chronicle.

Day
and

offering to Christ, whose birthday is being

Work
One of

for

Homeless Children

every seven hundred

and

fifty

human beings is a homeless child. This

celebrated.

At the close of the service they came

in

means one hundred and sixteen thousand

a procession to the front of the church’, -children who are homeless to-day in this
each offering the gifts they had brought country.
for the Saviour. They were so very poor
Thirteen thousand of these are at presthat most of them only had a handful of
ent in homes under the care of the Navegetables to bring and some only a bunch
tional Children’sHome Society. Nearly
of flowers to show their good will. If one hundred thousand are in orphanages,
anyone could bring a coin worth a penny asylums and various institutionsthroughor two it was counted a particularlyvalu- out the country. There is still a great work
able

and insisting that the saloons be voted out

before the National Home Finding Society

gift.

But here came this girl, sixteen years —and work which The Delineator is proud
of age, and just saved out of paganism, to share, for the work will be incomplete
and from under her old dress she -drew a

reorganized.

of Litchfield at the approaching municipal

silver coin

The British Foreign Office, announcing
Ihe conclusion of a modus vivendi regard-

Mr. Teaney was the hero of the
hour. He was obliged to review the crowd

the missionary.

election.

In the morning

A young convert on

Saloonkeeper Saved by His Child
Litchfield, 111. —

it

petty

easily support a

FOREIGN.

Auckland for Sydney; many excursion

is

reach of a hundred or more bathers, any

Leslie's Weekly.
he American battleshipfleet sailed from

tails of organization. The atmosphere

you are getting a food that contains all the

but

in-

all the de-

wonder.

whole course of the boy’s

term for abandonment, announced his
tention of reforming.

beyond expression with

do when serving Shredded Wheat. And
while you are chewing Shredded Wheat

changed the

a

gratified

ing the clerk looking after her in puzzled

was

that act for the right not only

where he had been serving

words: “Charmed beyond description and

before serving, which you should always

the extra nickel and

and then you have a chance to get
him around the neck and tow him to

at a hospital in Providence.

The man who made these experiments
was Horace Fletcher, an American, now
living in Venice, Italy. He is the original
“chew-chew man.” He has just been making a visit to America. While here he
visited “the Home of Shredded Wheat,”
and wrote in the visitors’register these

off, leav-

She paid

an automobile accident in Rhode

dying

rea-

five feet.

tubing,

could not have foreseen their potency. But

Frank Cordova, the unfrocked Methominister, on leaving the New Jersey

cellent

way

if

you, is to dive, and he will let go in short

Yonc

chemist, died at his

Montgomery Sears

State Prison,

I

my mind

wife did the same.

received fatal in-

New

summer home in Saratoga, N. Y.

J.

I made up

My

trickery on his part in the past. At night

a well known

Island,

and was baptized.

drowning person once gets a hold on one
it is impossible to get rid of him, and
both will go down together. Getting rid
of him is really the easiest part of it; for
the only thing to do, when the person you
are trying to save fastens his arms around

Vt.

juries in

little girl

because of the popular belief that when a

Dr. W. M. Habirshaw, of

J.

My

conscience hurt.

thought

women were drowned while
bathing in Lake Champlain, near Grand

City,

and bombs in raids on the haunts of

of bathers,

Three young

Isle,

“My

said:

went to the revival services and joined

receivers.

visit.

was announced by the Harlan

ever. In an interview Mr. Teaney

will case, involving $2,000,000,in favor of

of

The United States commissioners to the
Tokio exposition started for Japan on a

of the old Panama Canal Company,

he French courts decided the Rubens

'I

the condition of American

farms.

ribunal of the Seine author-

revolutionists.

friendly.

Dean Bailey of Cornell University de-

T

Lisbon authoritiesfound arms, ammuni-

I

agreed at the luncheon of the Japanese So-

Civil

and discharged the

tems.

Ambassadors Takahira and O’Brien

schoolship

Couronne.

worth

3s. 6d.

He was amazed

and handed

this to

until every healthy, normal child has been

placed where it will receive its greatest
need— father

at the magnitude of

it

lineator.

and mother

love.—

7A* De-

The
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study of the intellectual content of their poetry, their ideas

to discredit it in the eyes of others. Nevertheless IkuH

on the religious and philosophical questions which espe-

must acknowledge that

cially

appealed to the times in which they

lived,

and

____

in this

work

his analytic studies of the Bible in a series of

is to issue

volumes that

number about twenty. This will be a work of large

will

their

own

He

who

dimensions, and of inestimable importance to all

use

the Bible for practical and devotional purposes. That
will be a masterpiece will be expected by those

who

it

are

opinions of

some of the wisest

their true relation to the

of literatureas

critics

to

this

and yet they were great teach-

comes this latest book that is intended to inspire young
men by showing them ideals in life, and how others have

divine, his broad, scholarly grasp of their teachings, and

him

man;

and of true socialism. I hey

called men to high

a unique manner for this great undertaking. Indeed,
the merit of the work has been tried already, for the

accomplish a noble purpose.

volumes

vealed their personal imperfections in their lives;

compact and permanent form

will give in this

.the

and charts that have stood the test of
use in Dr. Morgan’s work for many years. The first three
volumes have already come from the press and consist of
a general introduction covering the whole Bible. They
serve to prepare the way for what will follow in fuller
form with the issue of subsequent volumes. A running

analyses, outlines

outline of each book

and

its relation

given, showing

is

its

orderly progress

to the general development of the Bible

story and teaching.

probably no higher authority on

is

the history and characteristics of the English

own

at

ideals in their poetry,

in so far

hold on

it is

inspiring to learn how the general trend of their pen-try

their

language than

Not everyone can adopt these ideals, but the man who is
discouraged with his lot and doubtful of his future is
likely to take on a new* hope, and that is half the battle.
Encouraged by the examples of others, who may not ac-

it is true, re-

their

complish what they have, but he

fellowmen; but

The New

Dennis,

Horoscope of Missions.

D.D. The cause of

By James

world-evangelization is

____

S.

to

work and workers, and few are able
to speak more intelligently and authoritativelythan he on
acquaintance with the

author of the present volume.

present volume

1

state that the

book

is

wholesome and
Press.)

Exposition of Reformed Doctrine. By Rev.

B

J

Bosnia. Under the form of question and answer Pastor
Bosnia, of Grand Rapids, puts forth a handbook of theology and practice. He has desired to help the young people
and those who do not have access to the deeper theologies,
and so he has stated very plainly the various essentials of
Reformed doctrine. The book looks at things from the
conservative side, and yet is amply fair to those whose
position it opposes. The young people who take advantage
of the book ought to have a very good idea of their position when they arc through studying it. Pastors who are

the literature of missions. He writes from long and wide

the progress of the conquest of the world for Christ. •

will accomplish something.

up. 75 cents. (The Union

attractivelygotten

much

the Emeritus Professor of English in Yale University, the

unnecessaryto

It is

was for true manliness and the recognition of God. Such
a study reveals the power of poetry as one of the great
uplifting forces moving for the elevation of humanity, and
helps us understand why the nineteenth century was so
illustrious.$2.00. (Henry Holt & Co., New \ork.)

indebted to Dr. Dennis for important contributions

The Standard of Usage in English. By Thomas

R. Lounsbury. There

weakened

of them,

and

____

$i per volume. (Fleming H. Revell Company.)

Some

times they did not honor their

Accompanying each of these descrip-

tions is a chart presenting to the eye the analysis given.

____

attained those ideals. It is full of inspirationand caution.

and noble thoughts, they pleaded for
the right among men ; above all, they saw God moving to

in

Maclean.

From the Press of the American Sunday School Union

were not leaders in

society,

Winning the Front Place. By John

...

they

; only one could be called a great business

men

ers of patriotism, of religion

fit

the

time in which they lived. In

of the author. His profound love for the Scriptures as

and expression

and appreciative way

way the author has set before us a very illuminating and
instructive sketch of the twelve men who did so much
toward making the world what it is at the opening of this
twentieth century. None of them were promient as states-

acquainted with the careful methods and spiritualinsight

his remarkable lucidity of thought

productions he allows each

also presents in a generous

oilers

more can be helped in other places if they will follow
these wise suggestions.The use of a physician removes
the movement from the crazes of the day. The reader
looks up from the book with the feeling “interestingif
true" and then adds “interesting so far as true.” The
Church is doing well to seek out ways to relieve the sickness of mankind in the name of Him who Himself bore
our sicknesses.It is no new role that she is assuming.
$1.50. (Moffat, Yard & Company.)

one to speak for himself on these fundamental questions.

The Analyzed Bible. By G. Campbell Morgan.

The proposed plan of Dr. Morgan

from

many truths and

many have been helped already in Boston. And many

and social movements
which made the century one of the greatest in history. By
liberal extracts

it contains

a sensible assistance to those who are in distress. Very

their

attitude toward the great political

Book Shelves

1908

19,

he

preparing their catechumens will also find assistancein

the language is not seriously degenerating through corrupt

made up of the lectures delivered at McCormick Theological Seminary on the John H. Converse
Foundation in November, 1907. The very title of the

usage. There is much corrupt usage, he admits, but

volume proclaims

revised version; but they will doubtless be corrected

comforting,therefore,

It is

to find so competent a person contending and proving that

does not portend the ruin of the language. It merely
to changed conditions, and he proves that

fies

w'as

it

testi-

much which

regarded as a corruption of the language in one period

has been accepted as proper in the

next. I he

discussion

is

it

and the whole tone of the lectures is optimistic and cheer-

New

The

titles of the lectures

A New Cloud of
Kingdom. He has

rectness than the pedantic criticisms of the grammarians.

such success as warrants assured hope of complete victory.

The propositionmaintained in this interesting series

In citing under “A New Cloud

the usage of the best writers is

a

of

of

-Witnesses” the

dividual instances which testify to the power of the Gospel,

voice of the best writers, and his protest is against school-

there is a fine tribute to the Rev. lap

Han Cheong, of our

Amoy

natives set apart for

mastering the speech.
is

the one on

A

particularlyentertaining chapter

“To and the

Infinitive,” in

which the ground-

lessness of the purists’ objection to the “Split Infinitive”

is

pungently exhibited from the history of the usage and the
frequency with which

it

occurs in our best literature. The

essays, w-hich are the basis of the present

volume, originally

Mission, one of the very

first

Grand Rap-

.

and nature, and the touch of a

true

hand. Its spirit is refined and true and brave, full
of wholesome sentiment and sunny cheer and sympathetic
insight. The poems are"m6stly short, written in a variety
artist

of form and metre, and they are

finely finished in thought

and expression. Their simplicity and clearness minister
measurably to the

and delight one has in reading

interest

them. Many of them have appeared in several of the

the ministry in China, who, in 1904, had rounded out forty
years

in

Mich.)

poetic feeling for life

in-

essays is that the one standard of usage is the concurrent

own systems. We

....When Yesterday Was Young. By Mildred J. McNeal-Sweeney.This little volume of verse reveals a fine

Witnesses,

'better criterion of cor-

of the several essays are enforced shows convincingly that

ids,

and Fresh
presented under each

sionary Outlook;

their

the second edition. $1.25. (B. S. Sevensma,

are: A
World-Consciousness:Strategic Aspects of the Mis-

ing as to the outlook.

have not worked out

notice some minor errors, such as the date of the American

a forecast of prospective achievements,

Annals of the
topic facts and factors adapted to encourage the churches
to press forward in a work which has already achieved

of disputed words and phrases with which the arguments

btfok, if they

this

lead-

ing magazines, and their collection in this lx>ok muko

of successful and appreciatedservice. As an ap-

v.ery delightful volume

a

of exquisite verse. (Robert Grier

pendix Dr. Dennis has included his notable address at the
Parliament of Religions, on “The Message of Christianity
io Other Religions.” It

fits

Cooke.)

....The Enchanted Castle. By E. Nesbit. Here ^

in well with the previous

a true fairy story which cannot fail to appeal to the

and furnishes a substantial basis for the favor-

taste

appeared in Harper's Magazine, but have been rewritten

lectures,

and rearranged to present, as far as

possible, a continuous

able horoscope of Christianity’striumph. T he volume has

of imaginative children, and, indeed, to their elders who

and prac-

an excellent index. $1 net. (Fleming H. Revell Com-

have retained something the

pany.)

being carried back to the days when

and

logical sequence of

tical contribution to

thought.

It is a valuable

an understanding of what is good

English. $1.50 net. (Harper

&

____

by Carl F. Eltzholtz. In a tiny volume of forty-one pages

made to

fairies

were

real and

is

explain a period of Wesley’s ex-

little

folks of Mr. Nesbit’s stories are so charming and delightful in their captivating originalityand youthful confidence

of special interest as presenting clearly and judiciously

have been the discoverers of
perience between his conversionin 1725 and a remarkable the main land of North America, and how it was that
North America was preempted by England as hers by
spiritual quickeningthrough which he passed on his return
to England in 1738, which he called Christian perfection, right of discovery and became the heritage of the Anglobut which is now generally spoken of as entire sanctifica- Saxon instead of the Spaniard or Portuguese. Though
the Cabots were leading and famed explorers, yet because
tion. Quoting largely from Wesley’s journals, in which he
scarcely any original and contemporary records have come
tells of his own personal convictions and of his contact
down to us, and their own records, if kept, have been lost,
with the Moravians, he shows how Wesley came to realize
there is an unusually wide field for controversy as to their
that he was cleansed not only from the guilt of sin but
real achievements. Mr. Obers has done much to clear
also from the impurity of his sin, his sinful emotions being
obscurities and straighten conflicting statements, and to
brought, into submission to the will of Christ. This comanyone interested in the era memorable for the discoveries
plete cleansing was the absorbing desire and delight of his
is

youth and who enjoy

Aladdin lamps excited no doubting questions. The

Brothers.)

John and Sebastian Cabot. By Frederick A. Ober.
....John Wesley's Conversion and Sanctification. This addition to the “Heroes of American History” series

an attempt

spirit of

the claim of the Cabots to

that

it is

a real

make their acquaintance.T hose

treat to

who enjoyed the

entertaining children of the IVouldbe-

goods will find well-nigh as interestinga

circle

of

and enterprising juveniles in those who have such

bright

surpris-

“The Enchanted Castle.” The story is
replete with humor and sympathy with the ideals of childhood. $1.25. (Harper & Brothers.)

ing adventures in

How

....Long Life and

to Attain It. By Pearce

Kintzing, M.D. Here is a practical book for every-day
people on the hygiene of every-day life. It avoids all the

fads, treats various subjects sensibly, is not dogmatic
where there may be two

sides to the case,

and

gives whole-

soul.

He afterward made

one of the fundamental tenets

of Columbus, Vespucci and the Cabots his story of these

in the

system of doctrine he prepared for his followers,and

“Heroes of American History” will be very welcome. As

some advice. The following of such advice will not insure long long life, but it will enable one to escape many

which

the other volumes of the series, this one is

of the pitfalls. There is no set of rules that are applicable

is

now embedded

odist, bodies

it

in the belief

of the various Meth-

which have grown out of his

work.

story worth repeating. 25 cents. (Jennings

It is a

& Graham,

pertinently,

though moderately,illustrated. $1 net. (Harper &

to every man, but there are general principles in the

light

own rules. Scientific yet

sens-

of which he may make his

Brothers.

ible, scholarly but simple, are appropriate adjectives. Si 00

New York.)

____

....The Greater Engush Poets of the Nineteenth
Century. By William Morton Payne, LLD. The nineteenth century gave to England an unusually large number
of poets of the first order, and was careful to distribute
them so that the entire century was liberally provided for.
The author of this volume has selected twelve, whom he
regards as representative poets, and in as many chapters
has given his estimate of their poetry and of the special
..features which gave them their position. Six of them appeared during the

first

half of the century— Keats, Shelly,

Byron, Wordsworth and Landor, and six during the
half

—

latter

Browming, Tennyson, Arnold, Rosetti, Morris and

Swinburne, the

last

vive the century.

not confine

itself

mentioned being the only one to sur-

The value of

this

volume is that it

to a biographical sketch of the

life of

each author and a chronologicaldevelopmentof their
poetry, but goes into the more untrodden and profitable

Religion

and Medicine. The Moral

Control of

Nervous Diseases. By Elwood Worcester, D.D., Ph.D.
Samuel McComb, M.A., D.D., Isador H. Coriat, M.D.
With Appendix by Dr. Achorn. The healing movement
at

Emmanuel Church, Boston, has

attracted a great deal

much

mis-

official

book

of attention and has been also the victim of
representation.

The public is glad

to

have an

upon the subject. We find at the outset that there was
an earlier movement to aid consumptives by teaching sani
tation and instilling optimism. That movement has now
been followed by a larger one for the relief of nervous
invalids. The book clears the air by telling just what is
attempted. The authors are each responsible for his own
chapters only. The book ',.as scientific value and is de•

veloped along the lines of the

latest

hypotheses in psych-

ology. On the religious side

it is

also based

might be called the
This

will

later

on what

hypothesis of biblical criticism.

make the book more valuable to some, and tend

(Funk & Wagnalls Company.)
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The Happy Warrior
The following poem, on “The Character

Happy Warrior,” written by Wordsworth in eulogy of Admiral Nelson, was
read by the Rev. Dr. Henry Van Dyke

of the

during the simple funeral services of exPresidcntCleveland.
Not only because of its fitness as applied
to the character

of him in whose honor

poem which is not so familiar as

we reprint it here

might he

fall,

Or mild concerns of ordinary life,
A constant influence,a peculiar grace;
But who, if he be called upon to face
Some awful moment to which Heaven has joined
Great issues, good or bad for human kind,
Is happy as a lover; and attired
With sudden brightness,like a Man inspired;
And, through the heat of conflct, keeps the law
Id calmness made, and sees what he foresaw;
Or if an unexpectedcall succeed,
Come when it will, is equal to the need;
—He who, though thus endued as with a sense
And faculty for storm and turbulence,
Is yet a Soul whose master-bias leans
To homefelt pleasures and to gentle scenes;
Sweet images! which, wheresoe’er he be,
Are as bis heart; and such fidelity
It is his darling pasaion to approve;
More brave for this, that he hath much to love:
Tis, finally, the Man, who, lifted high,
Conspicuous object in a Nation’s eye.
Or left untbougbt-of in obacurity,
Plays, in the many games of life, that one
Where what he roost doth value must be won:
Whom neither shape of danger can dismay,
Nor thought of tender happiness betray;
Who, not content that former worth stand fast,
Looks forward, persevering to the last,
From well to better, daily srlf-surpast:
Who, whether praise of him must walk the earth
For ever, and to noble deeds give birth.
Or he must fall, to sleep without his fame,
And leave a dead unprofitablename—
Finds comfort in himself and in his cause;
And, while the mortal mist is gathering, draws
His breath in confidence of Heaven's applause:
This is the happy Warrior; this is He
That every Man in arms should wish to be.

—

—

the Lecturer Got His Train

and

a Cool Reception

—

train started— a fine-grained, slanting, de-

snow that forced

its

the bellows of the vestibules,

way between

and deposited

mounds of powdered salt all over
the platforms and steps. Even the porter
had caught some puffs on his depot coat
with the red cape, and so had the conductor, from the way he thrashed his cap
in

on the back of a seat in front of mine.

to an inquiring lift of

and

a

short, rotund, shad-shaped gentleman in

my

we make the connection at Rondville?” I was to lecture fifty miles from
Bondville Junction, and had hut half an
hour leeway.

clammy hand was

and a thin

thrust out—

voice trickled this sentence:

“You’re considerablelate,
ple have been in their
”

sir

our peo-

—

-

am what!"

“1

‘I said

We

est

least said the soon-

mended in crises like this. If wc aron time every passenger would grab

rived

his hag

and bolt out without thanking him

I cried, straightening up.

expect our lecturers to he

bomb. Up

on

-

sir.

”

exploded the

that

now

I had held myself in
hand. I was carrying, I knew, 194 pounds
to

I also

knew that one shovel

more of coal would send the entire boiler
into space, but through

it all I

had kept

my

hand on the safety-valve. It might have

way

been the white waistcoat or the

I fell back

on the

porter

:

“^es, sir, she’ll be layin’ jes ’cross de
platform. She

knows we’re cornin’. Sometimes she waits ten minutes — sometimes
she don’t ; more times I seen her pullin’ out
while we was pullin’ in.”
Not very reassuring this. Only one statement was of value— the position of the connecting train

when we rolled into Bond-

ville.

I formulated a plan:

The porter would

lake one hag, I the other—

we would both

on the lower step of the Pullman,
men make a dash. If she was pulling out
as we pulled in, a goat-like spring on my
stand

Part

might succeed; the bags being hurled

liter me to

speed the animal’s motion,

the absence of sun from

and

the

and debris which he found on the beach
and among the rocks. This he now carried,
piece by piece, as far out on the headland

and weirdness of it all — made
no impressionon the man. It was not because he was long used to it. He was a

as he dared to

newcomer in the

bright, eager face

land,

a chechaquo, and

was his first winter. The trouble with
him was that he was without imagination.
He was quick and alert in the things of
life, but only in the things and not in the
significance.Fifty degrees below zero
meant eighty-odd degrees of frost. Such
fact impressed him as being cold and uncomfortable, and that was all. It did not
lead him to meditate upon his frailty as a
creature of temperature,and upon man’s
frailty in general, able

only to live within

go.

The work was slow and laborious, and
it was well on in the afternoon when his
appeared in the doorway.

“Oh, mother!” he

cried,

“may

I

have the

old oil barrels in the shed?"

was thinking more of the boats outside than of
Harry just then; and, besides, Harry was
“Yes, certainly.” Mrs. Griffin

fond of building houses with the lumber.
Every few minutes she went to the win-

dow and gazed out
not

into the fog,

and

was

it

the darkness warned her of ap-

until

proaching night that she thought of Harry
and went to the door to call him.

eyebrows, or the patroniz-

place in the universe. Fifty degrees below

the

ing smile that drifted over his freshly laun-

zero stood for a bite of frost that hurt and

with

dered face; or

might have been the dep-

that must be guarded against by the use

which he consulted
; whatever it was, out went the

of mittens, ear-flaps, warm moccasins and
thick socks. Fifty degrees below zero was

“Thank God! thank God!” she
fervently. “Why did I not think of

it

frown about

his

might have been the

it

recating gesture with
his watch
boiler.

certain

“Late! Are you

the

man

that’s

running

this lecture course?”

zero.
to

“Well, sir, I have the management of

it.”

“You have, have. you? Then permit me
to tell you right here, my friend, that you

send no conveyance as you

“We

agreed

-

know whether a

station is closed or

not, and that I can’t see a wagon when
hauled up alongside a depot?”

The clammy hands went up
“If you will listen, sir, I

“No, sir,

I’ll listen

will

-

it is

in protest:

to nothing,”

and

forged ahead into a small room where

coats and

hats.—

Late," by F.

Number

from

five

"Forty Minutes

Hopkinson Smith, in the Ficof Scribner's.

Fifty

* *

Degrees Below

travels fastest who travels alone
* but not after the frost has dropped

below zero

fifty

degrees or

more.

— Yukon

Code.
cold and gray, exceedand gray, when the man turned
aside from the main Yukon trail and
climbed the high earth-bank, where a dim
ingly cold

and

little-travelled trail

through the

fat

led eastward

spruce timbcrland. It was

looking at his watch. It was nine

o’clock.

There was no sun or hint of sun, though
there was not a cloud in the sky. It was
a clear day, and yet there seemed an intangible pall over the face of things, a
subtle gloom, that made the day dark, and
that was due to the absence of sun. This
fact did not worry the man. He was used
to the lack of sun. It had been days since
he had seen the sun, and* he knew that a
few more days must pass before that cheerful orb, due south, would just peep above
the sky-line and dip immediately from

view.

"

• ~

them Yemained there and

veloped

en-

.

The man flung a look back along the way
he had come. The Yukon lay a mile wide
and hidden under three feet of ice. On top
of this ice were as many feet of snow.
It was all fare white, rolling in gentle,
pnow-covered undulations where tfr? ice*

fire.

“Don’t let it go down, Harry,” she

warn them off the rocks. There

“It will

oil

felt their

way to

up

it

cried.

barrels in the cellar and plenty

We

will

Down

saw the

spire

all night.”

at the village they

of flame rising from the headland, and they

understood and made another on the beach.
the light of the two beacons pene-

dense fog and shone out
across the breakers to where more than
one anxious helmsman was peering through
the darkness for some indication of his
trated even the

those

nearer shore either tried to get outside or
land, slowly, apprehen-

To be drifted about
was a constant invitation to the jagged rocks and
sively, a bit at a time.

whereabouts.

in that thick, moist darkness

The next morning the fog began to lift,
little by little; and toward noon the boats
came in, and with them came the Petrel,

On a bold headland overlooking one

I

or six belated people were hanging up their

his

to

was watching

the headland to where Harry

And

that had been outside when the fog

it be-

Bareheaded as she was, she ran out

keep

the coast had been almost suspended. Boats

cried,

fore.”

here had been a dense, icy fog for ten

days, and during that time the fishing along

And

thought came another.

this

of wreckage behind the shed.

The Light on the Headland

reefs that lurked near the shore.

”

barrels and of Harry’s absence.

oil

are more

1

You could have gone in and warmed yourself, and if it had not arrived you could
have telephoned — the station is always
warm.”
“You have the impudence to tell me that

hat there should he anything more

entered his head.— From Jack Londons
"Jo Build a Lire" in the August Century.

”

sent our wagon, sir, to the station.

'I

than that was a thought that never

it

ought to sublet the contract to a five-yearold boy. You let me get out in the cold—

tion

did not understand it; then she thought of

to him just precisely fifty degrees below

at the top, excusing the act to himself by

other hot coal to everybody’s anger.

trail,

the sky, the tremendous cold,

gather up the boxes and barrels and planks

slight

of a chin, or

a steep bank, and he paused for a breath

we missed the connection, any
former hopeful word would only add an-

the mysterious, far-reach-

this—

and hurried toward the pile of driftwood
which had been gathered along the shore.
There were many wrecks on this coast,
and one of Harry’s amusements was to

As she stood there a bright, dazing flame
rose up from the headland. At first she

the

billiard-ball

of the storm on his chest and

cheeks. If

But all

steadily

did they not

narrow limits of temperature; and
from there on it did not lead him to the
conjectural field of immortalityand man’s

curved white collar cupped his

or the road, or the engineer who took the
hill blast

a thousand miles and a half thousand more.

Why

here? Suddenly he turned back

have one

this

you were forty minutes late,

That was the fulminate

thousand miles to Nulato,

to St. Michael on Bering Sea,

strangeness

Day had broken

the punch heard, he

finally

ture hall in which sat the audience; then a

He

“Will

to the north a

ing hair-line

eyebrows.

on.”

made no answer. The

tnfe trail—

immaculate white waistcoast, stiff choker
and wide expanse of shirt front. He was
approaching me from the door of the lec-

“Everything will be balled up if this keeps

man with

through the darkness.

the main trail— that led
south five hundred miles to the Chilcoot
Pass, Dyea, and salt water; and that led
north seventy miles to Dawson, and still

came conscious of the movements of

“Yes, gettin’ worse,*’ he said in answer

If the

bright light which had shone so

was

on

I don’t

began to snow half an hour after the

itself

the top step

spruce-coveredisland. This dark hairdine

the fog-horn couldn’t leave his horse — I be-

of steam, and

strife,

termined

on

I landed the last bag

*

away

:

Pike showers of manna, if thejr come at all;
Whose nowers shed round him in the common

It

with his father, and he remembered the big,

north, where

* * * * *

He had

disappeared behind another

hand held down from
moving train, followed by
the chug of a hag that missed my knees by
a hand's breadth — and I was hauled on

that curved and twisted

the step of the

board.

no lighthouse to warn them away.

into the

outstretched greasy

it

of that regretful utterance of his mother’s,

heard that complaint many times before,
hut now the words came home to him with
additional force and meaning. He had
once passed a lighthousewhen on a trip

the spruce-covcred island to the south, and

As

is the

How

later

slide across the ice-covered platform, an

it well

happy Warrior? Who it he
That every man in arm« should wish to be?
is the generou* Spirit, who. when brought
^nx)ng the tasks of real life, hath wrought
Upon the plan that pleased his boyish thought:
Whose high endeavors are an inward light
That makes the path before him always bright;
— Tis he whose law is reason ; who depends
Upon that law as on the best of friends;
Whence, in a state where men are tempted still
To evil for a guard against worse ill,
And what in quality or act is best
Doth seldom on a right foundation rest,
He labors good on good to fix, and owes
To virtue every triumph that be knows:
— Who, if he rise to station of command,
Rises by open means; and there will stand
On honorable terms, or else retire,
And in himself possess his own desire;
Who comprehends his trust, and to the same
Keep' faithful with a singleness of aim;
And therefore does not stoop, nor lie in wait
For wealth, or honors, or for worldly state;
Whom they must follow; on whose head must

Who

we took up our position. jams of the freeze-up had formed. North
“Dat’s good!— Dar she is jes’ movin’ out:
and south, as far as the eye could see, it
thank ye, sar. I got de hag— dis way!”
was unbroken white, save for a dark hairThere came a jolt, a Saturday-aftemoon- line that curved and twisted from around

it

was rend, but as a suggestive and inspiring

545

of

was
Years ago

six days earlier than she was expected.

the most dangerous parts of the coast

the

home of Captain

Griffin.

Griffin had been a poor fisherman, hut he

had worked

way up, from boat to boat,
until now he was captain and part owner
of the fine schooner Petrel, which ran between Deep Harbor, the little village three
miles below, and a city several hundred
his

miles up the coast.

During the tenth and eleventh days the
people on shore began to look more serious
and apprehensive. The great bulk of the
fishing boats had been away to the Banks,
but it was now time for them to return,
and there were no signs of the fog

The best

pilot

lifting.

“We made a quick

on the porch
between his wife and Harry, “but 'we
struck the fog yesterday morning and soon
lost our reckoning. I was at the wheel
trying to make out our course when I saw
the first light. It saved the Petrel from
being wrecked, for she was close in upon
the rocks and only had just time enough
to change her course. And not only the
said that afternoon as he sat

my

hand upon
Harry’s brown curls, “more than one man

Petrel,

boy,’’ placing his

in the village told
saved

last night

me

by that

that his boat
light

was

on the head-

land.’’— Prrjfry/rrwnBanner.

on the coast would be helpmass of envelop-

less in that icy, relentless

Man and Wife

ing mist.

On the morning of the eleventh day Mrs.
Griffin stood on the little porch in front
of her house, trying to peer through the

run,” Captain Griffin

The

first

maiden—

kiss

of the youth and

he in the glory of his

and she in the glory of her

beauty

the

strength

—

is the

gloom.
“If

“I

doesn’t

it

am

lift

soon,” she said, gravely,

afraid there will be a good many

wrecks.

Th^ boats cannot

tell

when

they

approach land, and there are no lighthouse^
to warn them away.”
•

“But papa won’t come back

till next

very blossom of life; the inspiration of the
poet,

with

^

and makes the round world laugh
joy.

But the kiss of man and wife in the

dusty afternoon of
port and

illusion

life,

when the

trans-

of youth are dead after

week,” interposedten-year-old Harry, en-

long years of disappointment,struggle and

couragingly.

hope grown tired in the stress and strain

“No; but there is your Uncle John

in

of daily living— the kiss of these two paus-

Ben in the Tidal
Wave, and hundreds of men and boys from
the village and along the coast. Nearly
every one of our neighbors has somebody
in the fleet ; God grant the fog may lift be-

ing for a moment and turning to each
other in faithful love, while the road
stretches out before them, pale and misty,
into the silence of the great unknown-

fore night!”

and

the Surf, and your Uncle

As she turned away Harry slipped down
the steps and out toward the headland.

He

thinking of the jnep outside. *nd

telling as it

does of vanquished temptation

patient endurance, may well fill
heaven itself and the clear-eyed passionless angels with a solemn gladness.—
Lucal MaUt.
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Who were
they, George? Yes, David and Jonathan. You remember how Saul wanted to kill David, so that he ran

L

Hints and Helps On the Lesson

Lesson IX.— August

30.—

and saw only Jonathan? Then you remember how Jona-

topics.)

D.D.
I

David was hidden, and
when Saul did not
find David but David had Saul in his power and sparej

to-day’s story tells of one of these times

..............................
1

S

The

his life.

After David left Jonathan he had many adventures.
Once he had gone hungry and weary to a house of the
Lord and asked the priest for bread. He was given the

x Sam. 24
..............................
x Sam. 25

S..

Aug. 24. Declaring God’s glory. Ps. 96: 3-10.
25. Building waste places. Isa. 52: 1-9.
W., Aug. 26. Watchmen on Zion. Isa. 6a: 6-1 a.
T., Aug. 27. Be strong. Hag. a: 4-7.
F., Aug. 28. Converting one. Jas. 5: 19, ao.
S., Aug. 29. The Spirit and the church. Rev. 22: 16,
M.,

T., Aug.

tried and tried to find out where

17-25.

1

Love your enemies;
do good to them that
hate you.— Luke 6:27.

DAILY READINGS.

how Saul felt, and told him by
shooting the arrows? From that day David was a wanderer, with no home or place where he was safe. Saul

Sam. 26
Sam. 21
W .........................1 Sam. 22: -8
Th ....................... i Sam. 22:9-23
F .............................1 Sam. 23

GOLDEN TEXT.

................

only bread they had, which was holy bread, or, as it was

ry,HIS

the second time the Lord had delivered Saul
the hands of David. On the first occasion,
which was in the cave of the desert of Engedi, David

1

is

called,

into

showed Saul

that his life had

been completely

power,

in his

then, because

he needed a sword,

him Goliath’s great sword, which had been
kept in this temple ever since the day he had killed the

When

Saul heard

how David had been helped by

of

wilderness called Ziph,

man to resort to mean, contempt-

three

than such an attempt.

and so he sent out

Engedi.

has

less

emotion, less

not capable of responding, with

And

and makes no reference

to David’s accession to the throne.

The truth is Saul’s hatred to David was so deep-rooted
that it could only* be temporarilyallayed or rather concealed, by each fresh instance of David's magnanimity; it
could not be extinguished. Envy gnaws and tears his
heart, and as in every instance where men suppress conscience and give loose reins to their evil passions, Saul
grows worse and worse. Envy and hatred are uneasy passions— pent up fires that are very eager to flame forth.
Revenge dwells in little minds; the noble and magnanimous, the Davids of the Church and of the community and
•

truth. So David and

all his soldiers around

will

his

a

erous to a fault, with pity rather than with malice regards
the erring.

David’s wonderful magnanimity stands conspicuously

Hunted from place to place
by Saul and his forces, driven into desolate retreats from
Saul’s relentlessfury, David yet displayed a magnanimity
in his

power. A single blow would have ended the strife. But
in both instances David suppressed all revengeful impulses
lift

his hand against “the Lord’s anointed.”

This forbearanceand magnanimity touched at

first

even

and he tearfully confessed that David
man than he. Yet even this did not cause him

Saul’s hard heart,

was

a better

to relent.

He rushed madly

on. adding sin to sin and out-

came. Nor did his final,
terrible overthrow cause David to exult. He was not of
those who rejoice in another’s downfall, even though it
should be that of his bitterest enemy. The nobleness of
rage to outrage, until the crash

his nature shines out here with peculiar lustre.

We

week that when David heard of the sad fate of
Saul, forgetting all his wrongs, he summoned all his men
to mourn and weep and fast, and then composed an elegy
its poetic beauty

and tenderness and for

its

gen-

erosity as the lamentation of a heart that had been cruelly
outraged by the subject of the song, has lived through the
ages, and generous souls

still

linger over its strains with

Sam. i ’.19-27.)
had been no other good wrought by the trials
which David suffered at the hands of Saul, his example
which it developed of amazing magnanimityis worth to

intense admiration. (II.
If there

'*

the Church and to the world all

The Giurch to-day needs

act-

work sustaining the cause of Foreign Missions

in

the fields occupied by our Church.

This Board, although independent in
is auxiliary to the Synod’s
Its aff&irs are directed by a

the usual

board of

thirty

managers, with

and committees,its president being, as

officers

most of our readers are aware, Mrs. David

New York

City,

management,

its

Board of Foreign Missions.

and

its

J. Burrell, of

correspondingsecretary Miss

Oli-

via H. Lawrence, whose office is in our Church Building,

25

East Twenty-second street, New

A

interests

:

York City.
of honorary vice-presidents connect the
of the work with many of the important congre-

goodly

list

gations of our Church both East and West, and a Young

Women’s Branch adds strength to the work from the
growing interest of the young women of our Church
• The receiptsof the Women’s Board for the year ending
April, 1908, reached a total of $63,103.15,of
667.92

came from

auxiliaries, $11,460.31

which

from

$|2.-

individuals,

us go.”

$4,151.11from various young people’s organizations,$787.41

So they took them and went away, and no man saw nor
knew it, neither awakened. What would have happened if
they had found David there in their midst, Tom? And
why do you suppose no one heard them? Yes, the Lord

from the Young Women’s Branch, and the balance from

let

Abner, the captain of

paid

Of these receipts $45,047.80 were

on account of the missions, $11,040.40 to

special ac-

counts, and the balance for expenses and to reserve funds.

hill far

board number sixtyfour, besides four under appointment. Of this total number nineteen are stationed in India, eighteen in China,

all Saul’s host.

eleven in North Japan, eleven in Arabia, and nine in South

He

deep sleep upon them.
When David and Abishai had gone outside to a
/>fT, David cried to

miscellaneoussources.

sent a

The missionaries sent out by

this

the cruse of water that was by his brother. Then Saul

Japan. Among these are five physicians.
The Board also publishes a monthly missionary magazine, the bright and useful “Mission Gleaner,” cooperates
with the Women’s Executive Committee in publishing our

recognizedDavid’s

Sunday-school missionary paper,

And Abner

answered :

king?” And David

“Who

called

art thou that criest to the

from

his hill that

Abner was not

a valiant captain, for let him look for the king’s spear and

voice,

and he said: “Is

this thy voice,

“The Day

my son David?” .And David said: “It is my voice, my
lord, O king.” And then David asked why it was Saul

quarterly “Missionary Lesson Leaflet,” and

was hunting him

lets

like

some bird among

all

the hills.

Then

Saul: “I have sinned; return, my son David, for I
will do thee no harm, because thou hast saved my life this
day. Behold, I have played the fool!” David then held
said

up the king’s spear and asked for one of the young

“Children’s

Star”:

an

annual,

Day Exercise,” and prints many valuable

and other matter descriptiveof

its special

a

leaf-

work.

Further information regarding its work and needs may
be readily had by calling at or addressing the secretary,

Room

10,

25 East Twenty-second

street,

at

New York.

men

come over and get it, and David spoke to him a few
more words, telling him to try to take his life no more,
for the Lord would not let him take him.
Then Saul said : “Blessed be thou, my son David. Thou
shall do great things and thou shall prevail.” So David
went on his way and Saul returned from the wilderness to
his palace. How do you think David treated Saul? Our
Golden Text tells us “Love your enemies ; do good to them
which hate you.”
Did God love David? The Bible
after God’s

own heart.

tells us

It was because

he was a

man

he did just such

deeds as we have heard about in our lesson to-day.

A
A

Life Garden
sunny hours
me when I wake,

garden-plot of

God

gives

And

I can make it bright with
All day for His dear sake.

flowers

Red roses, if my heart is sweet
With love for all my own;

And

heart’s-ease springing at
For every kindness shown.

And

shining,

If I

And

sunny

my

feet

marigold,

am

brave and bright;
lilies,, for the thoughts that hold

My

heart all pure and white.

it cost.

Worry does no good.
•

sanctified business capacity.

we could only bring into our Christian work the same
common sense that we put into our business,every
Church would be a huge success, and if we ran our business with no more common sense than we sometimes
run our Church, I am afraid a good many, businesses
would fail in six months. — Gipsy Smith.
If

and for thirty-four years has been

1875,

to
will

learn next

which for

voice

_ was taking care of them, for the Bible tells us

repeatedly shown toward Saul.

and refused to

ively at

closer until

spear by his pillow and that cruse of water and

Saul was completely

organized in

go down with me to Saul in the camp?’

moved by the malice and assaults of enemies ; and, gen-

of the loftiest character.Twice

Our own “Woman’s Board of Foreign Missions” was

him. And David

of the world, rise superior to it. Such a spirit stands un-

David had

nominations of our country.

that

Saul. Then said Abishai, in
“God hath given thine enemy into thine
hand this day; now let me smite him with this spear of
his, for I will not need to smite him the second time.”
But David said : “No, for who can kill the Lord’s anointed
and be guiltless?” Then David added: “The Lord will
smite him some day either in battle or at some time, but
the Lord forbid that / should do this ; however, take the

forth in to-day’s lesson. This beautiful spirit

home and abroad.
Organized Women’s Missionary societieswere scarcely
known before the middle of the nineteenth century, and
the period between i860 and 1880 witnessed the organization of most of those who now represent the leading de-

they were standing right over
a very low

prayer

pel at

his

nephew as they crept closer and

it

seek to advance the knowledge and acceptance of the Gos-

Abishai, his sister's son, said: “I will

David and

reared.

of Protestant women, who by precept, practice and

go down with
thee.” So David and Abishai came to the camp by night.
And Saul lay asleep among all his carriages, with soldiers
on all sides of him to guard him, and with his spear stuck
in the ground by his pillow. No one was awake to hear

to generous impulses, to those sterling virtues that irre-

nature. Saul sheds no tears now,

“Who

said:

sincerity,

sistiblyappeal to a noble

in very

the night, with

susceptibility, is

any measure of

and they brought him word

which they are

largely occupied by the voluntary missionary organizations

men came
nearer to the place where Saul had pitched his camp for

grown harder since the episode in the

It

spies,

its cult,

known to others.
The sisterhoods and convents of the Romish Church are
notable examples of the power of women who are organized to cherish and propagate a faith, and their place is

God saved David

however, David went in

by

encourage those who seek to make

and Saul went there, too, with
thousand men. And one day David heard of this,

Saul was there

cave of

the

Saul now began a regular search for David. Every day
last,

the

—with the possible exceptionof the Mohammedan- it is
the women who are most anxious for its spread and who

ready to fight for his cause.

out of Saul’s hand. At

false, its claims

customs observed by

other peoples. In almost all of the great historic religions

when David lived in the
great cave Adullam, where many men came to live with
him and fight for him. There his brothers and parents
came, and soon David had about him four hundred men

a

religion has been often

So, also, it is with the spread of religious doctrines to

Another interestingtime was

of God, revealed in His providence. Nothing furnishes

influenced

their belief in the religion in

death of the Lord’s priests.

which

its

17.

and who in turn'
influence their children or families, and thus perpetuate

this place he

he and his soldiers followed him, but

Saul’s heart had

women who are

was so angry that he had them all
slain. But one of them escaped and came and told David.
And David mourned very much because he had caused the

priests

he was evidently convinced he must eventually submit.
Never does a man set himself a harder and more hopeless
task than when he undertakes to thwart the manifest will

ible, unprincipled,wicked devices

are most often upheld and

the priest gave

he had “played the fool,” yet he kept on playing the fool by
flying in the face of plain, providential orderings, to

shew bread. And

women upon

influence of

noticed. Whether the religion is true or

giant.

and yet he had spared him to dispel the illusion that he
(David) was seeking his life. Whereupon Saul was so
deeply affected that he wept aloud, and openly declared
that David would succeed him to the throne, and exacted
from him an oath that he would not destroy his family.
Now again Saul is at his mercy, and David this time asks
him why he was pursuing him, and called upon him to
desist. Whereupon Saul confesses that he had sinned, that

stronger temptation to a

omen’s Board of Foreign Missions —
Acts 16:14-40.

IV

(The topic of our Church Prayer Cycle is substitutedeach month
for that of the Christian Endeavor series of monthly missionary

M .............................1
T

Prayer for our

than found out for him

DatiJ Stores Saul's Life

Sam. 26,

was about two friends.

story

BE W. MASON.

away, and when he came back he hid himself in a wood
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BY ISAAC W. GOWEN,

week the
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David Spares Saul’s Life.

^Sun&aytSrfiool

1908

19,

lighter,

It does

not make the burden any

the road shorter, the duty easier.

The

sensible

thing to do is to face the fact that is discouragingor
hard, and go right

when his horse

on. He was a

hours in worry.—

IV ellspring.

For

violets, hiding in their leaves,

truth

and

modesty;

And

balsams, if a soul that grieves
Finds comforting in me.

wise traveler who,

“I must walk now,” and
trudged on with cheerful energy. A good many people
would have sat down beside the dead horse and spent
died, .said,

Sweet

And poppies, if my
To hands grown

And

toil brings rest

tired with care;
always— first and last and beat—

Forget-me-mc-nots of prayer.
— Mabel Earle, in Christian Endeavor World.

The

August 19, 1908.

Who

A preacher

“You owe a

Failed

Christian Intelligencer

of $25 here for medical

bill

. Kill He has

* a—

“My wife has been ill.”
“And here are bills from the

arouse any

failed to

»

kesman f°r tlie committee thus ad-H Presiding Elder Hartgrove anent

f

Elmwood

^shortcomings of the pastor of
Church.

'

am sorry to hear you say that, Mr.*

uj

a thorough success at
was intending to ask the

places. 1

||rt

bishop to return

you

him, but if you

think

-

knows what all— are none of them paid?”
“No, sir.”
“Will you please tell me why?”
The elder looked severely at the min-

that

tion. Mr.
face

”

was not intended for
situa-

Critchell cleared his throat.

had become suddenly

“You see,

His

flushed — red.

way, Elder Hart-

it’s this

Deacon

grove,” he said, uncertainly feeling his way.

“He might suit other
pVt’S very well, but he’s a dead failure

“We’ve had to pay for a new pipe organ,
and we’ve had the church repainted, and

here.

this with other heavy

hope

“I

will not do so,” said

decidedly.

Cntchell

He

all.

nearly

treating his sick wife.”

I’ve

not that bad, I guess,” said Mr.
Critchell, looking at the committeemen for
encouragement;“we’ve paid him something and we hoped
”
“It’s

him eh-sely Sunday after Sunday,

watched

of

not once

3I;,1

preacher.

has he been able

late

to the congregation.

^part the least fire
His subjectsare

to an

in

expression, and our congre-

ption notices such

things. That’s

“How much

in-

Then he’s lacking

extent.

originalityof

-

hackneyed,and he drones

over self-evidentpropositions
tolerable

to

'

why

attendancehas been dropping off so

the

badly. It isn't

the hot weather. Our peoan hour

would sit for

ple

you or some

if

gord preacher were talking, but they

other

for Mr. McBain’s

can't stand

inanities.

The presiding elder

was profoundly dis-

McBain was a young man of
whom he was peculiarly hopeful. And he

tressed.

had the opportunities for educa-

had not
tion that

Conference,

the

many

were enjoyed by

others

in

but he had used such

as

had and striven hard to develop the

he

had ridden with the cattlemen on

days he

plains,

the

was in him. In his boyhood

that

best

and grew up

in

accordance with

rugged style of living. His
manner of speech was not elegant, but it
ns always forcible. He had entered the
ministry with consuming zeal and great

their simple,

-

-

a minute, elder.”

Here arose

a

the

meeting

journed the

until the

next day,

as

was conducting a
country. When he re-

accused preacher

the

funeral

back in the

turned,

the elder

met him and told him of

complaint.

the

spoken before— Mr. George Warner, a
traveling salesman whose business prevented his having much personal observation of church affairs at Elmwood.
“I didn’t know this thing was running
this way,” said Mr. Warner. “Now, I’m

and seemed, if ever, to

yet,

man

be at the age

do good for the cause. He
noshed and looked meditativelyat the
when he

could

Finally

floor.

“Everything
true,

but I

he

said

was dropped for the night.

morning the presiding elder and

pastor

e

1

were seated in the study when

^

committee arrived. Mr. Critchell,
and impressive, took a chair at the
head of the table. His associates found

him. From their stem eyes no
ttercy gleamed. They were there for businc^’ and they felt their cause was just.
etairs

near

kntlemen,” said the presiding elder,

w

}0u I13'’6

^
‘-

told

me

Mr. McBain was

that

living satisfactionas

^

a minister.

is fair,”

said Mr. Critchell somberly.

3n finality in thought, and that the
^npegations are dropping off because of
continued the

elder.

Mr. Critchell,
ms fellow committeemen bowed as-

^at
sent

‘s

the truth,” said

r

'Jhat

have you to say?” asked the elder

n%, turning to -McBain.
or reply

%

the preacher took a large en-

and handed it to
who pulled out a number of

from his pocket

per'

and glanced at them, with a deep-

because

‘Tt

“Yes, sir,”

that

was a party to
helping starve the minister. Why, suppose
my house didn’t send me a check for my
salary every month? Reckon I could sell
my goods? It’s due to us to show him
that we aren’t such skinflints as we look.”
it

said I

“Gentlemen,” said the elder, with twink-

you to

to

Mr. McBain’s

stay over Sunday to hear
sermon, and

me

invite

more than a providing and acquiescent affection. It needs a love which guides and

And such controlling
who are under
its authority. Parental love which re-^
fuses this responsibilityis but a form of
selfishness. There are too many homes in
America where the easy-going temper,
which would be amazed if denied the name

teaches and controls.

love is a blessing to those

of love, is doing its worst to ruin the lives

and equally to be avoided, is the
love that wears a mask of severity and
fails to reveal itself as love. But that is
course,

an infrequent danger, nowadays, beside

“I had enema for over two years. I had
two physicians, but they only gave me relief
for a short time and I cannot enumerate the
ointments and lotions I used to no purpose.
My ankles were one mass of sores. The Itching and burning were so Intense that I could
not sleep. I could not walk for nearly four
months. One day my husband said I had
better try the Cutleura Remedies. After using
them three times, I had the best night’s rest
In months unless I took an opiate. I used one
set of Cutleura Soap, Ointment, and Pills,
and my ankles healed in a abort time. It Is
now a year since I used Cutleura, and there
has been no return of the eczema. Mrs.
David Brown, Locke, Ark., May 18 and July
13, 1907.”

the

other.

We must show what Christ can do in the
home, or we shall be forced to apologize
for our Christianity. This we can only
do by making Him our life companion.
There

is

no need of preaching if our

be true to

own

its

life

ideals of service.— 77i*

Congregationalist.

communicationsshould be addressed; Rev. L W.
Gowen, D.D., CorrespondingSecreUry; Abram C.
Holdrum, Treasurer.
Widows’ Fund— F. R. Van Nest, Treasurer.
Disabled Ministers’ Fund— F. R. Van Nest,
Treasurer.
Representativeof both these funds. Rev. Denis
Wortman, D.D., 20 Watson Ave., East Orange,
Theological Seminary, New Brunswick, N. J.
P. R. Van Nest, Treasurer. Western Theological

Seminary, Holland, Michigan. F. R.

you are in debt,” said
replied the minister.

the

Van

Nest,

Treasurer.

The

The Laugh Cure
Laughter induces a mental exhilaration.

habit

of

frequent and hearty

laughter will not only save

you many

doctor’s bill, but will also save

of your

a

you years

Mission Field and other publications—Rev.
^a90n* Editor and Business Manager.
Address of all, except when otherwise indicated.
Reformed Church Building, 25 East sad St, New

York City.
Checks and money orders should always be
made to order of the Board, Committee or Fund
for which they are intended. Never insert
names.

and love of

THE SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING* THE GOSPEL AMONG SEAMEN IN THE PORT
OF NEW YORK.
• (Commonly called “Port Society.”) Chartered
in 1819. ^ Supports Ministers and Missionaries. Its
Mariners Church, 46 Catherine street, and Reading Room and daily religious service in Lecture
Hoorn, and its Branch, 128 Charlton street, near
Hudson River, are largely attended by sailors of
many nationalities. Its work has been greatly
prospered and is dependent on generous contributions to sustain it.

Rav. Samuel Boult, Pastor.
Thiophilus A. Bbouweb, President.
Rich aid D. Dodgi, Rec. Sec’y.
Talbot Olyphant Treasurer.
No. 32 Nassau St, New York.

life is half. of health.

Use laughter as a table sauce; it sets
the organs to dancing and thus stimulates
Laughter keeps the heart and face young,

and enhances physical beauty.
Laughter is nature’s device for exercising the internal organs and giving us
pleasure at the same time.
It sends the

blood bounding through

THE AMERICAN SEAMAN’S FRIEND
SOCIETY.

the digestive processes.

the

body, increases the respiration,and gives

he doesn’t give us some- warmth and glow to the whole system.
thing good, why, we’ll excommunicate
It expands the chest, and forces the
him.” — The Home Herald.
poisoned air from the least used lung cell.

Christian

Home?

Nothing too good— hardly anything good
enough— has ever been said of the home. It

may be destroyed
by a piece of bad news, by grief or

is the

mother and nurse of

all the virtues

and successes,both of individual and

anxiety, is often restored by a good, hearty
laugh.

A

jolly physician is often better than

all his

pills—

social

owes to it all that is best
in its ideals and endeavors. Without it
there would be little opportunity for anything but a selfish despotism and a sullen
submission,broken by occasional attempts
at revolt. A national life without high
ideals of the family would gravitate backward toward the lowest levels of savagery. For the home is the unit of civilizalife. Patriotism

tion, as the Christian

and hope of

school

religious

Not

home
all

life.

all the

approachable height either
privilege. Peoples

woman

for their

even than most of

of virtue

who think too

or

lightly

own sake, honor, more

us, the

and Acknowledgments

THE CHASSIS OF NEW BRUNSWICK
m«t in Extra Session at 3 o’clock P. M., at
Franklin Park, N. T., on Wednesday, Sept. 2.
nrox., to ordain Mr. Eugene H. Kcator, and install
him as Minister of the Church of Six Mile Run,
will

in accordance with the arrangements made at the
session of July 22. and also to transactany other
business properly presented.
By order
Mancius H. Hutton, Stated Clerk.

OFFICERS OF THE BOARDS OF THE REFORMED CHURCH IN AMERICA.
Beard of

good and loving homes, how-

Jewish family life, evidenced about us in
loyalty and home affections.There are
homes of high quality in all the continents. God has not left himself without a
witness in this central and decisive sphere.
We are not to imagine that we Christians
—much less we Americans— have a monopoly of the delightfuland effective homes
of the earth. Our high level of honor for
womanhood does not put us on an un-

of

Notices

is the training

advance in the

mothers of

their

China! Our
task must be to make the most of our own
home ideals, to develop and improve the
reverence for motherhood in

officers'

life.

if

land. Think of the age-long, universal

frown.

seems

‘yes’

ever, are Christian. There is a beautiful

You have said his preaching lacks vigor

lll(

this,

to all
Mr. Critchell said about Mr. McBain

It

he should be heard.”

hair that

much

life,

because I have. I have said

What Makes a

be heard.”

like to

them in the study
to-morrow morning, and there in your
presence I will offer my side.”
The elder cheerfully acquiesced and the
In the

requires

in

I’ve paid to the treasurer all I have been

and make out that I have no hand in

is

would like to meet

object

home

love set

Months— Burning Humor on Ankles—
Opiates Alone Brought Sleep.

76 Wall Street, New York, incorporated An
1833.
in maintaining 36 chaplains in the lead
seaport cities of the world.

AIDS
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men s Friend.

Direcfion —

William H. Jackson,

Pres-

ident.

Rct. Jos. R. Duryee, D.D., Benj. A. Williams,
N. Gark, Frank R. Van Nest. Directors.
Frank R. Van Nest, Treasurer ot the General
Synod.
Board of Domestic Missions — Alfred H. Brush,
D.D., President; Rev. T. Brownlee Voorhees, Corresponding SecreUry; Mr. W. T. Denurest, Office
Secretary and Treasurer.
Church Building Fund — W. T. Demarest, Treas-

Wm.

Sailor's

Magasxne, Life Boat

and

destitute seamen.

bul PORTED by voluntary contributions fi
churches, C. E. societies,Sunday schools
1

OmCERS: Rev. C . A. Stoddard, D.D., Pr
Rev. G. McPherson Hunter, See.; Clarence
iiNNEO, Treasurer. Checks made payable to
American Seamen’s Friend Society.
CHICAGO TRACT SOCIETY.
Incorporated Sent 28, 1898. Commended
General Synod. Aims to make known, thro
missionary visitation among those out of the

ing 1907 employed missionaries speaking twei
three (23) languages and using literature
thirty-two.Its work among the Slavic pe<
throughoutthe northwestis larger than ever
fore. This society is in urgent need of lai
support for its rapidly growing work.
Luther Laflin Mills, President
David \ ernon, Treasurer.
Rev. Jesse W. BaooKs.Ph.D.,Secretary.
All remittances should be sent directly to
Society s office at 169

Wabash

Ave., Chicago.

THE AMERICAN SUNDAY SCHOOL UNION.
Morris K. Jesuf, President
Organizes

Lmon

Bible Schools in destitute, sparseon the frontier where only a
Union Missionary representing all the evangelical
churches can unite the settlers. Expense saved.
Strife of sects prevented. Spiritual harvests the
ly settled places out

result. Work abides; 1,876

new Bible schools

started in 1907; 10,354 conversions; also 76 frontier churches from schools previously established;
84 years of prosperity.Will you help us and share
in the blessing
Every dollar acceptable; $25
starts a new school, furnishingit with needed
helps for bible study and * good library;$700 to
$900 supports a missionary one year. You can
have letters direct from missionaryyou tJJ in
supporting. The legal form of bequests is: “I give
and bequeath to the American Sunday School
Union,- established in the city of Philadelphia,

r

k.*
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•

:

v „do^ars.” Send to E. P. Bancroft,

Financial Secretary, 156 Fifth avenue,

Women’s Executive Committee of Domestic
Missions— Mrs. John S. Allen, Corresponding

City.

tary; Mr*. Kenneth G. White, Treasurer, 25
East 22d street.
Board of Foreign Missions and the Arabian
Missions — Rev. Henry N. Cobb, D.D.. Corresponding SecreUry;W. H. Van Steenbcrgh, Treasurer;
Rev. James L. Amerman, D.D., Assistant Treasurer; Rev. S. M. Zweraer D.D., Field Secretary.
Woman’s Board of Foreign Missions — Miss
Olivia H. Lawrence, Corresponding Secretary;
Miaa E. P. Cobb, Room SecreUty; Miss Gertrude
Dodd, Treasurer, 150 West 59th street. New York
City.

Department of Young People’* Mission Work—
A. KinporU. SecreUry.
Board of Education. — Rev. John G. Gebhard.
D.D., CorrespondingSecreUry, and Mr. John F.

H.

Berry, Treaaurer.

Board of Publication — Louis E. Turk. Business
Agent, 25 East sad street, to whom all business

re

of EvangelicalChurches, the Gospel of Je
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literature in every home of foreign speech. L

urer.

Secretary; Miss Helen G. Voorhees, Office Secre-
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PLACES loan libraries on board ships; num
placed, 11,124.

Perfect health, which

me

^ou shall,” returned the elder warmly.
I

authority. The true

it is

For

forgotten

I believed it so. But I didn’t
know we were not paying him his salary.

not here for the purpose of trying to hedge

:

they told you about

would

be.

There is good philosophy as well as
good health in the maxim, “Laugh and
grow fat.”
Laughter is a foe to pain and disease
and a sure cure for the “blues,” melancholy and worry.
Laughter is contagious. Be cheerful,
and you make everybody around you happy,
harmonious and healthful.
Laughter and good cheer make love of

ling eyes, "I want

McBain was comparativelya young

on the parents' part

The

committeemanwho had not

rather than have

who had met with
committee in the church study, adpresiding elder,

The

own age has too much

SHE COULD NOT WALK

!

asked to pay, and am willing to double

expected of him.

things were

are they behind with you,

Mr. McBain?” asked the elder abruptly.
“About $500, but then
”
“Behind $500 with a man only getting
$1,000 a year!” exclaimed the elder indignantly, “and then talking about a man
not preaching good. Nor being original
The wonder is he could preach at all. I
never heard the like. Why
”
“Just

missed his calling.”

He’s

Christ’s

of the children. At the other extreme, of

”

salary so he’s not

doesn't measure up

of a

our standard

t0

-

“Has made you take from the preacher’s
had enough to pay for

•In what respects?”

in

ex

cast

Love is the foundation of the home.
But our

him. He began to understand the

-McBain has hcen

God has

own thought of what a home should
butcher,

the grocer, the landlord, and goodness only

ister, but the severity

the presiding elder gravely;

Chtchell/’ said

Christian homes in which

our lot until they measure up to

attention.”

man you recommended does not

The

•
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New York

American Tract Society
Organized 1825.
Its work is interdenominational,evangelicaland
international in scope, and is commended by all the
churches. It has published the Gospel message in

174 languages, dialects and characters.Its colporters meet the immigrants with Christian literature in many languages, and visit the spiritually
destitute everywhere. It has issued over 300 publications for the millions in Spanish America,
Cuba, Porto Rico and the Philippines. Its literature in the vernacular has been the strong right
"arm of foreign missions.

WILLIAM PHILLIPS HALL. President.
JUDSON SWIFT, D.D., General Secretary.
Donationsmay be sent to the Home
Nassau St., New York, N. Y.

Office, 150

w
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Preserves Air-tight

as promising as in some recent weeks.

Such

TOILET POWDER

fluctuations

are to be

No worrying about
sei'ure caps, lids or

expected.

pronounced gains

tinue irregular, with

some sections and no improvement in

ME.NNE.IVS
Talma

the net

ers,

TOILET POWDEI
prevent*CWtaf, Baabarw and

result

Bradstrcct's says:

Prlrklylleat,and all akin troubles
of summer. Alter shavlar and
after hatklar it it delightful.In
the oursery it is indispensable.
For your protection the
faaalae is put up In naarelillableboses - the “Boa
that Las,’' with eaaea's lace
on top. Guaranteed under the

making preserves,

in

fettled

oth-

collections

Food and Drugs Art, June

show

house. Sealing with Pure Refined Paraffine is simpler, easier, quicker
and more satisfactorythan tying and tightening with string and paper

still a subject of

Odorless, tasteless; unaffected by fruit juices, acids, etc.; impervious to
mold and moisture. It’s used in washing and for ironing and many

that

Gerhntd Monnen Co.

other household purposes.
Sold everywhere.

buyers are in the various markets in larger,

Kewsrk.R. i.
Try hlennen>»^ io)et (Unrated) Talcum Toilet Powder
It has the s*rnt of Fresh-cut
PkimaYiolcts. San.plelrec.
eaaea's Sea Taag Toilet
Powder, Oriental Odor.
Beaaear BaratedSkla lUap
(T>lue wrapper). Specially
prepared for the nursery
AV SawtfJes.

—

if

not record, progress, but caution and

N*W

said

New York Tribune
on Saturday in regard to the day be-

Oulpit

fore: “Stock market values suffered severe

on a volume

LETTERS
OF

Certificates of Deposits.

Buy and

sell Bills

of Ex-

change on, and make cable
transfers on all points. Issue Commercial and Travel-

CREDIT

ers' Credits, available in
parts of the world.

all

BROWN, SHIPLEY & C0„ London

weak accounts were eliminated”
Dun’s Review reports 248 business fail-

ures during the week, against 262 in the
preceding week.

A

year ago the num-

ber in the corresponding

The revival of trade

is

week was

177.

The associated banks of

this city reported

week an increase in loans of $14,382,000; of deposits of $17411,800; a decrease in circulation of $306,800; an increase in specie of $1,844,200; of legal
for the

tenders, $903,100; in the total of reserve of

a decrease in
of $1,605,650. The

$2747,300, resulting in

the

surplus of reserve

im-

portance of the accounts of these banks

is

ATLANTIC
Mutual Insurance Co.

now said by judicious men that the United

......

St,

the magnitude of ordinary trade. It
States constitute the most wealthy people

York.

were

1

to

And

2 per cent, for 60

will issue Policies making loaa payable in
England.

of the Company revert to the asdivided annually, upon the Premiums terminatedduring the year, thereby reducing the cost of insurance.
For such dividends,certificatesare issued
bearing interest until ordered to be redeemed,
in accordancewith the Charter.

and are

A. RAVEN,

President
CORNELIUS ELDERT, Vice-President
SANFORD E. COBB, ad Vice-Preaident
CHARLES E. FAY, 3d Vice-President
G. STANTON FLOYD-JONES. Secretary.
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Year Begins Sept. 88,

Definite training for the ministry. B.
P. Q. Courses. Scholarships.
facilitiesfee mission study

Library— 41,000
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D. and

and werk.

volumes; Gymnasium;

Dor-

mitory.

application. B.
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BACH
FORMED CHURCHES

AH

NR

OF (KB

IN

to

canvass

gregatlonsfor new subacrlbers

to

hi

THICTO

T1AN INTELLIGENCER. For teras
Tin Christian Intbluoincii, 14$
Street, New York.

days,

.

and for

longer

months, 3^

to

per cent. Mercantile paper ranged
from 2>Ya to 4L2 per cent. The rate in London was \l/2 to \Y\ per cent.; in Berlin,
2^; in Paris, 1 1/16 per cent. Foreign
exchange demand striking ranges from
$4.8665 to $4.85 on sixty day hills. The
Mexican

silver dollar is

worth 45

cents.

EDUCATION FOR BUSINESS
Do not

your son make the mistake of entering the keen
competition of business life without proper preparation.
Thorough professional training for accountancy; banking, mercantile or manufacturing business, insurance, real estate or railroad
work, trade or financial journalism is offered in New York University School of Commerce, Accounts and Finance.
Capable students will find excellent opportunities to work their
way through the University. For a copy of the new bulletin and
complete information, address W. H. Lough, Jr., Secretary, Waverly Place, New York
JOSEPH FRENCH JOHNSON, De«n.
let

City.

PACKARD

were buried.

Commercial

“A great many people sleep beneath these

New York
Market Value.

Cash in Banks and Trust Co.’s.... $ 661,677.26
Real Estate ......................1,543.892 06
United States Bonds .............. 1,384,100.00
State and City Bonds ............ 4,130,600.00
Rail Road Bonds
............. 4,619,640.00
MiscellaneousBonds ............. 409,500.00
Rail Road Stocks .................7,120,620.00
MiscellaneousStocks .........
833,000.00
Bank and Trust Co. Stocks ...... 327,000.00
Bonds and Mortgages, being 1st lien
on Real Estate ..................102,800.00

scription-covered floor

School

49th Year

walls,” said the guide, indicating the in-

Statement, July, 1908.

SUMMABY OF ASSETS.

cent. Time money was

The American in England affords matter
for much perplexity and astonishment to
his English kinsmen, who cannot learn
when he is hut perpetrating a joke. One
of our countrymen was being shown an
old church, wherein hundreds of people

THE H01E

Cedar Street,

I per

3i/2

Policies.

profits

Office: 56

was

time, for ninety days to four

ASSETS OVER TEN MILLION DOLLARS

ANTON

A M., Head Master.
New Brunswick. N.

NEW BRUNSWICK,

784

Its Branches

per cent, on call, and the rul-

ing rate

Tbe

1

THEOLOGICAL SEMIHARY

Catalogue 00

Insures against Marine and Inland Transportation Risk.

sured,

in

Mwl

1

This school prepares boys for any American College or Scientific School.
It Is completely equipped with eultable buildings
and provided with a full corpa of instructors.Its
students enjoy the special advantages of the Ballantlne Qymnaalum and of the College Library.
For catalogue address

1

Decoratiooi

OFFICE t STUDIOS

Rutteis (client Prepwtoiy

FOUNDED

and

ALEX. R. MILLIREN

4th

MYRON T 8CUDDER.

AU

J,

Rates for money at the end of the week

184s.

for the security of its

is

the world.

New

In

Send for FKKE catelotfue and list of
Marly 8,000 churches usinc our rupa.
*anlU»ry < ••bIom Oatlt Ce.
1
Rochealrr.N. Y.

to $1,293,-

041,900. From such figures men may learn

Oboanizkd nr

Church

9-

amounted on the 15th of August

ATLANTIC BUILDING,

Studies from the Celebrated Munich
Work or the BeautifulEffects in
and Drapery Qlaas

INDIVIDUAL COMMUNION CUPS

slow.

seen in the account of loans. Tjiey

49 and 51 Wall

Clergymen. Suits from $20.00

Cox Bone 6l Vining
262 Fourth Avenue, New York

ber of

.

Checques.

a

quence of this sort of selling a large num-

INVESTMENT

MEMORIAL WINDOWS

of the dealings, and as a conse-

feature

10ST0N.

CONNECTED BY PtIVATE WIRES.
Members N. Y., Phila., Boston »nd Baltimore
Stock Exchange.
Kuy and sell first-classInvestment Securitieson coramission. Receive accounts
SECURITIES of Banks, Bankers Corporations, Firms and Individuals
on favorable terms. Collect drafts drawn abroad
on all points in the United States and Canada,
and drafts drawn in the United States on foreign
countries, including South Africa.
Internitkrtial

full directions for use

Stained Glass

Gowns

Custom CaUonng
for

ALEX. BROWN & SONS, BALTIMORE.

~

cakes with

and Choir Ve«tmenti

of

Liquidationunder stop loss orders was

CO.

YOKE.

in

able reporter of the

business that ran above one million shares.

PHILA.

Comes

STANDARD(Iwr»ar1ad)
Oil. COMPANY

conservatism arc strongly apparent.” The

losses in yesterday’s trading

BROWN BROS. &

if

in the

complaint here. All advices agreed

free.

the sealing question issooo
you have a cake of

and

tangible improvements,

though backwardness is

1906. Serial No 1S4J. Sold
everywhere, or by mail 25c.

30.

rains,

p,^

catsup,

Pure
Refined Paraffine

vol-

ume, crops have made further progress,
corn especially being helped by

you

jellies, etc.,

being encouraging.”

“Trade is of fair

loo»0li.

corks if

use Pure Refined Paraffine. J.

Dun's Review says “Trade reports con-

Pftticacttod MenaenV
do wonden lor the conplcstom
oi those who lead outdoor live*.

Sample

1908.

The trade of the past week has not been

BORATED

Borated

Making Home

Monday, August 17,

MENKEN'S
TALCUM

1903

19,

YourtH Awm. and 28d Strw«t,N.T
PKonw, IOI Gramwrcr
THOROUGH PREPARATION FOR Alt

with a sweep of

his hand.

“So?” said the American; “same way
over in our country. Why don't you get
a more interesting preacher?”

LINE OF BUSINESS.

IMNG

DAT AND If
INTE1 AT «T t®
CALL OR WRITE FOR CATALOGUl B.

...

Premiums uncollected and in hands
of Agents .....................

1,

395.458. 18

$22,528,287.50

LIABILITIES.

no wonder he has money,” said a
banker. “He is the most suspicions fellow
I ever heard of. He reminds me of a
farmer I used to know. This farmer,
whenever he bought a flock of sheep, examined each sheep closely to make sure
that its fleece was all wool.”
“It’s

1#

A

CHURCH
in

Wood, MeUl, Stone

Reserve for

Re- Insurance and
other claims ................. 573.253*02
Reserve for Taxes ............. 40,000.00
Reserve as a Conflagration Sur-

plus .........................
6oo,ooo.oot
Surplus over contingencies and all
‘liabilities includingcapital.... 8,115,481.59!
$23,5*8,287.50

Surplus as regards policy-holders.$ii,7i5>48i*59t
President.

CHURCH MONUMENTS

Clatt, Embroidery*

DECORATION

in Granite. Mai

We

or Stoae

H. A. CORREA, Vice-President
FREDERIC C. BUSWELL, Vice-President

A. LUDltfUM, Aas’t Salary.

23-25-27 Sixth Avenue

CARE OF PROPERTY A SPECIALTY

New York

REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
Th«0M

.

Send hr Ilhutnfed Hsodbcok §od Data on aof 0/ abort matten-

BROADWAY* NEW YORK

860

NIEHEELYKCO.:*^1

AREUNAH M. BURTIS, Secretary.
CHARLES L. TYNER, Secretary.
HENRY J. FERRIS, Ass’t Secretary.

FREDERICK A. BOOTH

»

EMANUEL

fUBENCE

Arl

963.409*89

......

ELFRIDGE G. SNOW,

or Murble, Mottle,

CHURCH CHANCELS AND

Cash Capital ..................$3,000,000.00!
Reserve Premium Fund ......... 9,236,143.00
Reserve for Losses

FURNISHINGS

Reliabls

CHURCH,
CHIME.

SCHOOL

,

inn

in It OTHIB

“A GOOD TALE WILL
BEAR TELLING TWICE.”
USE SAP9U0I USRt

SAPOLI

:

